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AND THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
ON I...IGRATION  AND -ASYl..UM  POliCIESFOREWORD - PURPOSE AND CONTENT OF THE COMMUNICATION
Immlgrat Ion, together with the separate bl1t related subject of asylum
has ccntlnU!:ld . to occupy an Increasingly prominent place In the
po Ii t i ca I agenda of the European Un Ion and its Member States. It gives rise to public and parliamentary debate of growing Intensity, and
occasional Iy . is the focus of acts of violence totally .out of character
wit h Europe ' s t r ad i t ions and laws.
There is increased recognition that the issues involved need to be
tackled on a cooperative basis. That has found expression In the
proviSions of the Treaty on European Union which formally designates
the subjects as being matters of common interest , to be addressed 
the context of a single Institutional framework.
That is as It should be. The deepening of the European integration
process calls for an Integrated and coherent response, which combines
realism with solidarity, to the challenges which migration pressures
and the integration of legal Immigrants pose for the Union as a whole.
Fa II ure to meet those cha I I enges wou I d be to the det r I ment of attempts
to promote cohesion and solidarity within the Union and could , indeed,
endanger the future stability of the Union itself.
The Commission therefore looks to this Communication as a basis to
stlrnul.ate a new and wide-ranging debate as to how the 'new possibilities
whl ch the Treaty on European Un Ion creates can be used to prov Ide the
coordinated response necessary, and the framework , to guide the Union
in its future work.
To that end the Communication takes account of the work already done
and developments on the ground. In addition, it takes as its base a
number of agreed .startlng points drawn from earlier discussion
part icular the need for a comprehensive approach which addresses the
key components of an effect ive immigrat ion pol iCY:
act ion on migrat ion pressure., part Icular Iy through co-operat Ion
with the main countries of would-be emigration to Europe;
action on controlling Immigration In order to keep it within
manageab Ie structures;
act Ion strengthen po I I c i es for legal Immigrants.The advantage of a comprehensive approach of that kind Is tbat It
enables control and admission measures to be matched by long-term
co-operatlon with countries and regions Of origin and an active
polley of advancing the situation of those third country nationals
already legally resident In the Union.
The Communlcat Ion looks beyond the exist Ing work programmes or the
Union In the relevant areas In ways designed to complement those
programmes. It seeks to be realistic while putting forward new
Ideas and a new emphasis on how policy objectives can be pursued In
operat lona I terms:
Act Ion on the causes of mlarat Ion Dressure
The Communication argues that th Is reQul res ensuring that
Immlgrat Ion and asylum policies are fully Integrated Into the
Union external policies, and that the var lous external
polley Instruments available to the Union are,used to address
the root causes of those pressures. That could Involve act Ion
at a number of different levels such as In the areas of trade,
development and co-operatlon policies, humanitarian assistance
and hUman rights policies.
Effective action In this area also reQuires ensuring the
availability of accurate Information on current migration
patterns and like Iy future trends.
Act Ion on controilina mlarat Ion flows
Action to control migration flows will also reQuire a polley
response at a number of levels. It will mean defining and
Implement Ing common approaches to adml.sslon policies as regards
admission of workers, self-employed persons and students and
the approximation of admission policies for humanitarian
reasons. It calls for policies to deal more effectively with
the problem of Illegal . Immigration by way of preventive
measures and measures to address the Issue of persons Illegally
res I dent I n the Commun I ty, wi th  partl cu I ar focus on
combatt Ing illegal employment.
Policies In respect of refugees and other persons In need of
International protection also need to be addressed but the
Communication suggests that the focus here Is of necessity
different. The focus for the purpose of asylum policies should
be on ensuring that the examination of asylum applications can
continue to operate In a fair and efficient manner, The
Communication also deals with new issues thrown up by the war
In ex-Yugoslavia by way of the development of schemes fortemporary protection. It suggests that a Union committed to
cooperative action could examine how best to show solidarity to
help Member States caught in a front-I ine position 
respond I ng to such s i tuat Ions.
Act Ion to strenathen intearat Ion Dol icles for leaal immlarants
The COmmunication stresses that action In this area remains an
essential element of the wider need to promote solidarity and
Integration In the Union. What this requires will be to ensure that Integrat Ion policies are directed in a meaningful way
towards Improving the sl tuat ion of third country nationals
legally resident within the Community by taking steps which
will go further towards asslmi lating their rights with those of
cl t I :zens of the Member States.
strengthening Integration policies wi II also involve action to
create the right economic and socio-cultural conditions  for
successful Integration by way, for example, of actions In the field of employment and educat'on.  EQually It requires
promoting Information and dialogue and combatting racial
discrimination and all forms of racism and xenophobia.
The various Ideas which the Commission invites the Parliament and
Council to examine are set out In summary form in Chapter IV of the
Communication In terms of a possible new framework for action by the
Union. The Ideas set out there are not Intended to lay down a
definitive work plan at thl~ stage. They do, however, represent a
coherent set of proposals which Member States and the Commission itself
wi II want to consider In drawing up a long term act Ion programme that
Is now reQuired to take account of both the new challenges and new
posslbl I Itles offered by European Union. The proposals contained In
Chapter IV shou I d therefore be regarded as ideas to be dl scussed and
elaborated upon In the debate which the Commission would wish this
Communlcat ion to launch.
Translating those .ideas into action wi II represent the next phase. The
Commission will equally seek to contribute  tp  that process by using the
various instruments at Its disposal , both in rel~t.lon to the Plan of
Action adopted by the European Council In December 1993, and the new
framework for action by the Union suggested In Chapter IV.
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INTRODUCTION - Background to prep,atat Ion of the eo-.tnlcat Ion
In October 1991 the COmmission submitted two separate Communica-
tions on the Right of Asylum and Invnlgration respectively
(SEC(91)1855 final and SEC(91)1857 final). The purpose of this Com-
munication Is to develop further the Ideas contained In those Com-
munications against the background of the new possibilities created
by the Treaty on European Union (TEU) In the fields of asylum and
Immlgrat Ion. The decision to subml t two separate communlcat Ions In
1991 was I ntended to under II ne t he human. tar I an bas I s of asyl um
rights as distinct from questions raised by Immigration Issues In
general. This distinction Is as valid today as It was then; but .
has become Increasingly difficult to examine either subject without
reference to the other. In this COmmunication, therefore, both
subjects are addressed In a single document without losing sight of
the characteristics of each which continue to make them distinct 
nature.
The Communication also deals, as did the 1991 Communication on Irn-
mlgrat ion, wi th the Important issue of the measures now necessary
to strengthen Integration policies for the benefit of legal immi- grants. It has long been recognised that Immigration is not a tern-
porary phenomenon and that assumpt Ions to that effect wh I ch were
somet Imes current In the 1950s and 1960s were based on fundamenta 
mlsconcept Ion as to the nature of the mlgrat Ion patterns which be-
came estab fished In the post-war per lod. More Important Iy, Immlgra-
t Ion has been a pos i t i ve process wh I ch has brough t econom I c and
broader cultural benefits both to the host countries and the Immi-
grants themselves. Some have called for a complete. halt to Immigra- tion: this Is neither feasible nor deslrable: what Is necessary 
proper management of I mm I gr a t I on po I Icy. The Community has always
been a multi-cultural and multi-ethnic entity whose diversity en-
riches the community Itself and benefits all Its citizens, but not
without creating challenges for society as a whole and Its Immi-
grant communities. A .. comprehensive approach needs, therefore,
to take account of that fact and address the Issue of the presence
of those third country nationals and their families - which often
Include a second generation born In the Community - and of newly
arr Ived Immigrants In terms of Integrat Ion policies.
The COmmission s earlier COmmunications on Immigration and Asylum
were tabled In response to the Invitation from the Luxembourg Euro-
pean Council In June 1991 to Ministers responsible for Immigration
submlt to the following meet Ing of Heads of State and Government
In Maastricht proposals on the harmonlsatlon of polley In these ar-
eas. That decision Introduced a new dimension to Member States' co- 
operation In these fields. Hitherto the efforts of the COmmunity
and I tis Metnber Statee had been pr Imari IYdlrected towards prepar Ing
new forms of co-operat Ion In Invnlgrat Ion and !~Ium policies, that
WOUld be needed to manage the front ler-free area due to come Into exletence on 1 January 1993. To thle end , they had drawn to a suc-
cessful conclusion the negotiations wh.lch had led to the signature
of the Dublin Convention and the resolution of all questloAs re-
lated to the Externa I Front lere Convent Ion. except that of Its ter- rltorl.al application. The Luxembourg European Council' s Invitation
A i..- 2 -
to Ministers to move beyond this Important but clear Iy I imlted ob-
jective reflected not only the fact that the substantive work on
this first phase was now virtually complete, but also a recognition
that the geopolitical and 80clo-economlc background against which
Immigration and asylum Issues had to be viewed was changing rapidly
and called for a dlfferen~ level of co-operation than before, mov-
ing beyond procedure Into substance.
If the Luxembourg European Counci I decision represented an Impor-
tant turning point In the way in which the COmmunity and Its Member
States approached co-operat Ion In these areas, the entry Into force
of the Treaty on European Union constitutes an even more signifi-
cant advance, introducing as It d()es a Treaty obligation to 'co-
operate within a single InstitUtional structure on matters now
recognlsed formally as being of common Interest. The possibilities
offered by the coming Into force of the TEU were recognlsed by the
European Council at its meeting on 10 and 11 December In Brussels.
On that occasion, the Council expressed Its determlnat Ion to use to
the full those new possibilities. The Council also approved a Plan
of Action drawn up by the Councl I of Ministers of Justice and Home
Affairs and a work programme which Includes a number of measures in
the area of Immigration and asylum which are to receive priority
dur Ing 1994.
In addition to these important Institutional developments within
the Union, other relevant changes which have taken place since 1991
lIIake this a good moment to look again at these subJects. Although
one thing that has not changed Is the continuing, Ind~ed Increas-
Ing, hlgh level of pol Itlcal and pub I Ie Interest surrounding them
some recent deve lopments have made the deve lopment of an effect I ve
approach on Immigrat Ion and asy lum even more urgent now than be-
fore. The tragedy of ex-Yugoslavia has opened up a range of
refugee-related questions, both old and new, which need answers of
a co-operatlve nature. Legislation In certain key countrl.es ha~
changed or Is changlng. Public opinion has been further perturbed
by and reacted to a number of violent and wel I-pub I Iclsed Incidents
Involving immigrants and asylum seekers. The subject In general
now forms part of much wider International debate going beyond the
European Un ion and on to the agendas of the UN Agene les, the CSCE,
the OECD, the Council of Europe, the G-7 and the Transat lant Ie dia-
logue,
Just as the Commission felt it right to contribute, through its
Communi cat Ions of October 1991 on Immlgrat lo~ and on the' Right of
Asylum, to the debate which led to the adoption at the Maastricht
European Council of the existing work programmes In these areas, It
now considers It appropriate to transmit this further Communication
to the European Par lIament and the Council In order to st Imulate
debate In the new framework of the TEU. The Communication takes
stock of what has been achieved so far and Identifies what remains
to be done either within or going beyond those programmes. It
therefore looks beyond the scope of the Plan of Action a.dopted by
the European Council In December 1993, and offers a framework for a
long-term strategy on Immigration and asylum which It believes can- 3 -
provide the basis for the cOmprehensive and act I ve policies the
Union needs In these fields. The Communlcatloh Is confined to Immi- gration and Integration of third country nationals. With regard to
citizens of the Member States, asylum as between Member States should In general not proceed , because all Member States of the
Union are fully committed to the respect of human rights and
fundamental freedoms.
The Communication Is presented In two parts: a factual and a pol Icy
-oriented part. The factual part covers the following subjects:
(a) the evolution of public aM political perceptions of Immlgr1\-
lion and asylum Issues, Including suggest Ions on how these might be made less negat Ive;
(b) the Institutional changes which the TEU introduces;
(c) the factual changes on the ground in the sense of migratory
movements and the extent to wh Ich these correspond wi th what was expected;
(d) changes In legislation and attitude in Member States and else-
where;
(e) the state of progress In Implement ing the work programmes ap-
proved by the European Council in December 1991.
The Communlcat Ion Is supported by the following Annexes:
Annex I: Descr Ipt Ion of ma in migratory flows;
Annex II: Implementat Ion of the 1991 work programme
and Immlgrat Ion policies;
Annex III: Recent developments in the Union; .
Annex IV~ Recent developments In International fora.
on asy lum- 4 -
II . FACTUAl DEVELOPMENTS
11.1. Evolution of nubile and DOlltlcal nercentlons of Immloratlon
and asylWl tssues
The migration phenomenon Is as old as the world, linked as It Is to
human nature. Europe Itself experienced significant emigration
during the 19th and early 20th centuries. The very large scale
population movements which took place then were to benefit both the
countr I es Of dest Inat ion and Europe I tse It..
That situation was reversed In the 1950s and 1960s when some Euro-
pean countr les relied on immlgrat ion both from wi th In Europe and
from outside to meet their labour reQuirements. Those Immigrants
were In turn to make a significant contribution to the reconstruc-
tion of Europe and the economic expansion which followed.
Workforce Immigration was slowed down progressively In the face of
the recessions caused by the oi I cr ises of the 1970s and the possi- bilities for legal Immigration to the Community were greatly re-
duced. Nevertheless, former EU-emlgrat ion countries started evolv-
Ing slowly Into de facto Immlgrat ion ones. Taking such.a long-term
perspective, it should not be excluded that this process would once
again be reversed and that In the long run , for example, for demo-
graph I c reasons Europe wou I d have to Increase poss I b I I I ties for I e- gal Immlgrat Ion.
10. Today s debate In which Immigration pol Icy continues to have an im-
portant place on the pol Itlcal agenda needs to be seen against that
longer term background. Western Europe has a we II-estab II shed and
solidly anchored tradition of respect for human values and social justice. At the same time, there has been something of a
polarlsatlon in the attitudes of different sectors of society to-
wards the Issue of new imml.grat Ion and towards establls.hed Immi-
grant qommunlties. Thls development has been aggravated by the
present econom  cs I tua t Ion wh I ch is char acter ised by high unemp loy-
ment rates generat Ingsoc I a I tension.
11. The vast majority of people retain their positive attitudes towards
non-nationals. Those att.ltudes are bettet reflected In the public
protest marches against racist attacks than In such attacks them-
selves. There are also people who are genuinely concerned by the
perception that large numbers of people are Immigrating to Europe.
This, however is often based on feeling rather than facts. But
eQUally,' it Is perhaps this perception which has played its part 
the Increase In the number and ferocity of racially motivated at-
tacks which have scarred the immediate past.
12. This poses an Increasing prob"lem for governments. They must retain
credibl I Ity with moderate people on both sides of the argument in a
situation where anti-democratic elements have sought to exploit the
Immigration Issue. To counter the dangers this poses. governments
need to build on the public s tradition of tolerance , by putting
more energetic emphasis on the benefits of Immigration , both eco-
nomic and social , while at the same time showing that Immigration
is under control by putting a coherent long-term strategy in place.- 5 -
13. An essential element of such a strategy would be to ensure that the
public Is well-Informed: public perceptions could be Influenced by
providing reliable Information on actual and potential migratory
fl.ows. At present, such figures are primarily available concerning
asylum, applicants. As a consequence, the public debate tends to
concentrate quite heavi Iy on asylum, whereas other migratory move-
ments, such as Illegal migration , are generally more substantial. A good Information pol icy is therefore Indispensable.
14. These na t I ona I concerns are a I so European concerns. Not on I y have
Member States recognized th Is through Increased co-operat Ion and
Institutional reform, but the European Parliament has become more
active In this domain as well. In November 1992 the Parliament
adopted two Important resolutions as Its response to the Commis-
sion s 1991 Communications on Immigration and Asylum . Since then I t has di scussed a number of further reports on subjects referr. to In this Communication. One of the latest resolutions in this
respect has been the resolut ion adopted by the Par I iament on 
January 1994 on the basis of the Lambrias report on a European
refugee pol iCy
15. The Union has to tackle these Issues and , although each national
situation may require a specific solution , it should examine how 
might contribute by providing a general framework within which a
European Immigrat Ion and Asy lum Policy can be developed.
11. 2.  The Treaty on EuroDean Union
16. The Treaty on European Union offers new opportunities for the de-
velopment of policies relating to Immigration and asylum , as  brings Into the single framework of the Treaty aspects of foreign
and security policy (TItle V) and of justice and home affairs (Title VI). As argued In Chapter III, the development of a compre-
hensive approach requires a combination of policies: It requires
the co-ordinatlon of traditional areas of activity, such as social
polley, aspects of common foreign and security policy and trade,
co-operat Ion and deve lopment Instruments as well as migrat ion and
migration management policies. The TEU brings all of these policies
within a sing le lnst I tut lona I framework and therefore creates new
possibll Itles for the development of the comprehensive approach
which Is now required.
17. Title VI of the Treaty enshrines In a binding Instrument the Obi 
gat Ion , which Member states of the Union have assumed, to cooperate
In a number of areas of Identified .common Interest" . Including In
particular asylum and Immlgratlon ~ To some extent , this formal
commitment consolidates and codlfles ircooperatlon which was al-
ready happen I ng through more ad hoc Mach I nery to dea I with ques-
t Ions agreed to requl re a Joint rather than a dispersed response.
Resolutions A3-0280/92 and A3-0337/92. Annex III
summary of the major paragraphs of these resolutions.
A3-0402l93 .
conta Ins- 6 -
The move from ad hoc Intergovernmental cooperation , theoreticaLly reversible at any moment, to a Treaty commitment to cooperate on a
perManent basis nevertheless constitutes a considerable political
signal both to pub I ic opinion in Wember States and to the outside world.
18. TIt Ie VI also lays down clear rules and procedures for cooperation
in these new areas, spelling out the resPective roles of Member
States, the Commission and the EurOPean Par I lament, and opening up the pOssibility of engaging the interpretative authority of the
COurt of Just Ice. If less streaml ined than the most evolved of the Community s decision lIIaklngprOCedures as introduced by the Single European Act, Title Vi nevertheless allows , where Immigration and asylum are concerned, for all Member States and the Commission to
come forward with Initiatives; for the European Parliament to be regularly Informed and consulted; for Joint Positions, joint ac- t Ions and conventions as Instruments of cooperation; and fora more rational, more stratified and more coordinated structure of offi-
cia I comml ttees and groups leading to poll t ica I dec Is lon-mak Ing in the Council within the unified framework of a Single Treaty.
19. Art Icle K9 of TItle VI also creates the posslbi I ity for further In- stitutional developments In that It prOVides that " the Council act- Ing unanimously on the initiative of the Commission or a Member State, may decide to apply Article 100C of the EC Treaty establish-
Ing the European Community to action in .areas referred to In .Arti- cle K1(1) to (6)" . This Article therefore opens the door for a pos-
sible transfer of certain areas of TItle VI , Including asylum and Immigration POlicies, to the EC Treaty domain
~ The Declaration on Asylum attached to the Final Act of the Treaty required the 
COuncil to consider , by the end of 1993 the possibility of applYing Article
K9 to asylum policy. In November 1993 the Commission submitted a
report on that Issue to the Counci I. In Its report the Commission
stated that In Its view "despite the advantages offered by Article
100C .. ~ the time (was) not yet right to propose the app I I cat Ion  Article K9 so soon .after the entry Into force of TEU" , but also In- dicated Its belief that "those advantages demonstrate that the
queS'tlon of the possible application of Article K9 to asylum poliCY
should be examined again In the light of experience.
20. The Treaty on European Union provides , therefore, a new political commitment; a clear set of rules, procedures and Possible Instru- ments; an opportunity for all the Institutions and Member States of
the Union to Involve themselves In new areas of maJor public and
political concern; and ratlonallsed and better coordinated struc-
tures for preparing political-level decisions. Since there Is also a potentially significant agenda for these new structures to ad- dress, the Union owes It to Ihelf ,and to Its citizens to put the po$slbl "ties offered by the Treaty to ear Iy and effect ive use.- 7 -
11. 3.  De~elooments on the around
21. Annex I gives an Indication, albeit on the basis of aval lable sta-
tistics which are not always directly comparable, of the trends 
migratory movements since the Commission s 1991 CommuniCations. It
Is clear that, although there have been changes In the patterns and
a number of unant Iclpated developments, the overall pressures have
not diminished and are unlikely to do so. According to EUROSTAT
total Immigration Into the Union In 1992 has been estllllated as In-
volving 2 mlJllon persons, half of which related to third country
nationals. In 1992, Member States received about 570.000 asylum ap-
plications, but figures available for 1993 Indicate a significant
drop. In addition , the figures In the Annex show that despite some
convnon trends, the situation with regard to Immigration and asylum
d I ffers between the Member states wi th Germany, for examp Ie, re-
ceiving more asylum applications than all other Member States taken
together.
22. On one side of the balance sheet, the concerns about mass movements
of people towards Western Europe from the ex-Soviet Union and Its
previous sphere of Influence have not yet materialised, even If
significant movements have taken place within the area east of the
former Iron Curtain, particularly within the component parts of the
ex-Soviet Union Itself. On the other hand , migration pressures from
the South , particularly from North Africa , have If anything In-
creased for both demographic and economic reasons. Furthermore, on
the Union s own doorstep, the tragedy of the former Yugoslavia has
produced large-scale movements of people forced from their homes by
developments which do not fit patterns with which Western Europe Is
t:amillar or eQuipped and Which require new and tai 10r~Jd responses.
Moreover , a combination of modern travel possibilities and the
readiness of ,unscrupulous traffickers i.n human beings to exploit
them has swelled the numbers of would-be Immigrants Into Europe
from more distant parts Of the wor rd. 
23. Changes which have taken place since 1991 do not Imply that there
will not be further changes In future. They merely point to the
Increasing need for close monitoring of what Is happening at any
given moment and for putting to maximum use whatever Instruments
may exist for predicting accurately what might happen next.
11. 4.  lealslat Ive chanaes In Member States
24. One of the most Important developments since 1991 has been the In-
troduct Ion of the concept of " temporary protect lon . Th Is has been
developed to avoid an over-burdening of asylum procedures In cases
of mass Influxes. Responding primarily, to developments In former
Yugoslavia, many Member States have adoPted" '$~eclal legislative
provisions on temporary protection. These provisions generally con-
stitute the bgat basis for temporary admission of people .In need of Internat lonal protect Ion. AI though the actual contents of . these
provisions vary among Member States, some common features can be
dlst Ingulshed:- 8 -
the schemes are set up for mass Influx situations only;
although the persons concerned may .have appl ied for asylum, or
may do so at a later stage, their asylum applications are often
not being dealt with, I.e. as long as the temporary protection
scheme is app1 icable;
the temporary nature of the need for protect Ion makes I t par-
ticularly Important to develop and, the situation In the coun-
try of origin allowing, to Implement orderly return and reha-
bilitation pol Icles.
25. There I s no un I form pattern I n the secondary rights of those who
enjoy temporary protection: the right to fami Iy reunification , for
example, differs between Member States. There Is a tendency In Mem-
ber States to a Ilowpeople under the temporary protect Ion scheme to
work during their stay but the right to work Is sometimes limited
to vacancies that cannot be fli led by the resident Workforce.
26. Since 1991 , all Member states have adopted measures to deal wIth the Increasing numbers of asylum appl icants. In general, the mea-
sures taken can be sub-divided into two categories: measures aimed
at reducing the number of asylum applications to be considered 
substance by Introducing new procedures for the receivabi I Ity 
such appl ications; and measures aimed at reducing the time needed
for the substantive examination of asylum applications, for exam-
ple. by reducing the appeal rights of appl Jcants.
27. The Introduction by Member States of rapid procedures for mani-
festly unfounded appl Icatlons and the Implementation of the third
host country principle are examples of. the first set of measures.
AI though the major I ty of Member States have I ntrodl1ced such proce-
dures, this Is not to say that the procedures are similar. The
third host country principle, for Instance, has been Interpreted
differently In various Member States. According to this principle,
an asylum applicant can be sent to a third country If he or she has
already received protection from that country or had theposslbi 1-'
Ity of asking for asylum while translttlng through It or If It 
clear that he or she will be admi tted to the th i.rd country. D  ffer-
ences between Member States In applying this principle relate 
particular to the Interpretation of the criteria with respect to
the general situation In the host third country.
28. The most common measure to speed up substantive procedures for
dealing with asyium applications Is the increase of staff. France,
Germany, the UK , Belgium and the Netherlands, for example, have
considerably Increased the number of staff dealing with Individual
asylum applications, but similar developments can be noted In other
Member States as well. Some Member States have also limited the ap- peal rights of apPlicants. ,Alongside it restriction of appeal
rights, a withdrawal of the suspenslve effect of an appeal In Cer-
tain cases has been Introduced In some Member States.
29. Special mention should be made of recent constitutional changes 
Germany and France. In both cases the amendments adopted were aimed
at making It possible to apply the Dublin Convention and other sim-
Ilar arrangements In relat !on to the Issue of which country has re-
sponsibility for dealing with Individual asylum applications.- 9 -
30. There have been fewer changes In other areas of immigration law and
polley. There Is, however , a tendency to re.strict conditions for
family reunification. Certain Member States Introduced waiting pe-
riods, while Income and housing reQuirements have been Implemented
more vigorously. Opportunities for admission for family formation
have also been reduced In some Member States. Policies on admission
for employment have been restrictive since the mid-1970' s and this
has not changed In the past few years. If anything, these pol icies
have become more restrictive, due to the significant increase In
unemp loyment ,f Igures throughout the Union.
31. Many of these leg I s I at I ve trends have .been ref lected I n work at Eu-
ropean level, notably In the resolutions, recommendations and dec-
larations adopted by the , Immigration Ministers of the Twelve.
11. 5~  Develoomonts In reGard to the 1991worlc Droaramme
32. In 1991, the European Counci I adopted a work programme aimed at the
harmonisation of asylum and immigration policies of Member states
and at achieving significant results towards the end of 1993. This
Is, therefore, a good moment to measure the degree of implementa-
tion of the 1991 work programme. Annex II contains a detal led sur-
vey of each of the elements of the work programme and its implemen-
tat Ion. The following paragraphs descr ibe in more genera I terms
both the achievements and the fat I ings of the harmonisat ion process
thus far.
33. Although the work: programme does not contain any definition of the
term "harmonlsatlon , that term Is usually understood to mean the
development of common rules and practices. This Interpretation
corresponds with the IntrOductory part of the 1991 worK programme,
which clearly states that it is not sufficient for Member states
to develop harmonlsed legislation, bl1t that their Implementation
practices should also be slmi lar.
34. During the past two years, Member States have devoted much time and
energy to analysing the differ.ences between their national asylum
and Immlgrat Ion policies. They have developed guiding pr Inc/ples
on some aspects of asylum Policies and family reunification. The
development of common rules and practices, however, Is stili at a
preliminary stage. Immlgrat Ion Ministers have adopted a number of
resolutions, which are not of a legally binding nature and their
Interpretat Ion Is left to each Member State. There has been no at-
tempt yet to create a mechanism to monitor the Implementation of
those resolut Ions. The present stage of the process could there-
fore best be described as approximation rather~ than harmonlsatlon
of Immlgrat Ion and BSY lum pollc les.
35. A closer examination of the resolutions adopted thus far also re-
veals significant gaps even with regard to the subject matters they
are Intended to address. For sump Ie, the resolut Ion adopted on
faml Iy reunification does not deal with admission for fami Iy forma-
tion. Nor does It specify the criteria for admission of unmarried
partners or second-dogree relatives, I.eavlng it Instead to Member- 10 -
States to ~evelop their own pol icies. . Simi larry, the resolution on
manifestly unfounded asylum applications leaves It up to Member
States to decide whether they introduce a separate procedure for
these cases or just speed up regu I ar procedures.
36. Another feature of the Imp lementat ion of the 1991 work progranvne Is
that more progress has been made on asylum than on general admls-
slon policies. Even there, however. work has concentrated onspe- clflc aspects, I.e. mainly on those p'ollcles and practices that
wou I d counter the abuse of asy I um procedures. No sign I f I cant
progress has been made In the attempt to reach a harmonl%ed Inter-
pretation of the definition of refugee according to Article 1A of
the Geneva Convent Ion. The European Counc II , however , adoptetJ a
plan of action at Its meeting in Brussels on 10 December 1993 which
specifies the harmonleed application of the definition of refugees
an area for common action. As for general admission policies, the
main achievement thus far has been the adoption of a resolution on
family reunification and of it recommendation concerning expulsion
and Internal checks. Work Is also under way on the harmonisatlon of
pollc-ies on the admission of workers, the self-employed and stu-
dents, but progress has been slow.
37. It Is clear that much remains to be done, If the Union wishes to
develop and Implement a common policy on immigration and asylum.
Achieving and Implernentlng a convnon polley wi II not be possible
without greater reliance on legally binding Instruments, procedures
to ensure uniform Interpretation of those common rules and the de-
velopment of common policies In relation to areas of b9th substan-
t Ive and procedural law that have not yet been addressed (some of
which will probably prove to be the most sensitive).- 11 -
III. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A EUROPEAN I'" I GRAT ION AND ASYLliof POL ICY
111. 1.  Introduct Ion
38. The 1991 Communicat ion on Immigrat ion proposed a comprehensive
proach based on three separate but interrelated elements:
ap-
Taking action on migration pressure;
Controlling mlgrat Ion flows;
Strengthening Integration policies for the benefit of legal Im-
migrants.
Developments since 1991 have served to underline the wisdom of a
comprehensive multi-disciplinary approach of this kind. Despite changes In the patterns of .mlgratory mov.ements, the overa II pres-
sures have not diminished and are unlikely to do so. Indeed devel-
opments In the neighbouring countries of the Union are more likely to I ncrease than to reduce the pressures.
39. The general political climate remains favourable to the development
of a comprehens lYe approach. No I nternat lona I forum , however , has
yet proved capable of making such a polley operational. The Union
has the Institutional means to do so and has made a start. The
three bas Ie approaches ment toned above deserve eQua l attent Ion, and
one of the challenges facing the Union is how to ensure the right
balance between them. When there are Imbalances the whole idea of
a comprehens i ve approach may eas i I Y be d I stor ted. The bas I c ph II os-
ophy of this approach Is that short-term control measures, includ-
Ing admission measures need to be matched by long-term co-operatlon
with countries and regions of origin, and an active policy of rein-
forcing the rights of those already legally residing within the
Member States.
40. The Communication therefore presents a balanced and integrated ap-
proach and offers the framework within which specific actions can be considered and developed. Some of the actions Indicated will
produce short term effects, other actions will be effective only 
the medium or long term. They are nevertheless interrelated. It
has, for example , become clear that an indispensable condition for
successful Integration policies with respect to third country na-
tionals resident In the Union Is control of migration flows (see, for example, the "Braun report" cited In paragraph 118).
Harmonlsatlon of admission policies which are discussed In section
11. 2.. will have a crucial role to play In that regard.- 12 -
111.2. Tak Ina act Ion on .'arat Ion bressure
111. 1. The need for accurate I nfonnat ion
41. An essential element In the development of a comprehensive approach
Is ensuring the availability of accurate Information , based on
harmonlsed statistics, on migratory movements. The Union needs that Information In order to formulate and justify the polley mea-
sures necessary at 11$ level to g,ive effect to the comprehensive approach. Member states also need accurate Information to take ap-
propr late measures at the nat lona I leve I. The ava I lab III ty of re- liable statistics will al.so go a long way towards meeting the con-
cerns of the pub lie at large as those concerns are often fue lied by
the absence of a clear picture of the existing situation and likely
future trends.
42. The existence of directly comparable data collected on a Union-wide
bas Is wou I d make It poss i b I e to:
analyse the data In order to establ ish trends;
compare the 'data with Information provided by third countries
and International as well as non-governmental organizations;
estimate follow-up migration (notably, on the basis of family reunification);
forecast maJor migratory movements (ear Iy warning).
43. As long ago as 4 December 1990 the General Affairs Council, in re-
sponse to a suggestion from the President of the Commission , called on the Commission to conduct studies to establ ish the resources
available to obtain harmonised information on migration flows with
the help of Member States. The Commission rapidly drew up an
agreed Questionnaire but Member States either failed to reply at all or in some cases did so too slowly to be useful.
44. The monitoring of migratory movements was identifi.ed as a matter of
pr lor i ty In both the 1991 Communicat ion on Immlgrat Ion and the 1991
work programme. This led to the setting up of two "clearlng
hou~es" - the Centre for Informat ion , Discussion and Exchange on
Asylum (CIREA) and the Centre for Information, Discussion and Ex-
change on the Crossing of Borders and llllllligration (CIREFI) - which are Informal structures enabllhg national experts to be brought to-
get her on an occas I ona I bas Is. The I r mandates I nc I ude exchang I ng
data On the number of appllcat Ions for admission , the numbers of
persons admitted and the number of returnees. The 'collection of
data has become a regular exercise and Its compilation Is done by
means of a computer Ised system. That Information, however . Is as
yet not always directly comparable.
45. Although CIREA has Initiated some WOrk towards defining the assump-
tions underlying the data provided by Member States, the main ex-
pertise on harmonlslng statistics lies with EUROSTAT, which has
create~ a working group of specialists from the Member States 
order to work towards such harmonized statistics. The other ele-
ments of monitoring migratory movements mentioned above have not
yet been fully tackled. although EUROSTAT has taken initiatives in some of these areas. - 13 -
46. A fully developed monitoring system should be capable of meeting
all the needs Identified In paragraph 42 above. While the creation
of CIREA and CIREFI and the work of EUROSTAT can contribute to the
Union s Information needs In this area, llinlts exist on what can be
done within those frameworks., especially In the area of collecting
and analyzing data on Causes of migration pressure. The Commission
therefore sees value In the creation of a mechanism to monitor mi-
gration flows and patterns on the most comprehensive possible basis
and from a Union-wide perspective. Accordingly, the Commission has
Initiated a studY on a variety of possible options for the estab-
lishment of an observatory in response to the creat Ion for 1993 and
1994 by .the European Par I lament of a separate budget line for an
Immigration observatory whose mandate would not be confined to the
collection and Interpretation of statistical data. If the results
of that studY Indicate that the creation of an observatory would
best meet the Information needs for the effective development of
the comprehensive policy, the Commission will make an appropriate
proposal. Any proposals to that effect Wi II be consistent with the
Commission s and the Councl I' s long-held view that the creat Ion of
an observatory should not lead to more bureaucracy. The studies
currently under way, focus therefore on efficient methods to collect
and analyse reJevant data rather than on the creation of new struc-
tures.
111. 2. Dealing with root causes of migration pressure
47. Another essential step In responding to migration pressures wi I I be
to define what Is meant by that term and what , in fact, needs to be
addressed. Migration pressure relates to all actual and potential
migratory movements directed towards Europe. Migration pressures
whose root causes need to be addressed take a var I ety of forms.
Economic disparities will general Iy represent tha most significant
pressure. Other pressures der i ve from demograph I c and env I ronmental
factors. In other cases the pressures relate to the human rights or
pol Itlcal situation In the country of origin as would be the case
for persons , in need of International protection. It Is these
pressures which is the focus of this section. Hence , the discussion
of other forms of migration , for example, fami Iy reunification wi 
be dealt with in the next chapter.
48. In addressing migrat ion pressures., the Union and its Member States
must , of course, honour their International obligations and basic
traditions of resp~ct for human rights, fundamental freedoms and
social justice. That will mean retaining their traditional openness
for refugees, for other persons In need of international protection
and for those whose admission Is justified for humanitarian rea- sons. 
49. That openness should not , however, deter the Union from seeking to
address the underlying causes of migration pressures. For example,
refugees, although their protection Is part and parcel of the tra-
ditional openness, would normally have preferred to stay in their
country of origin , had the human rights situation been better
there~ ln the case of Illegal immlgrat Ion the economic si tuation - 14 -
the country of origin Is often the major underlying cause. If the
economic situation In the country of origin had provided the person
concerned with sufficient opportunities, he or she might not even
have considered emigrating.
50. A comprehensive approach to migrat Ion pressure reQuires coordina-
tion of action In the field of foreign POlicy, trade policy, devel-
opment cooperation and Immigration and asylum polley by the Union
and Its Member states. The European Council, at Its meeting 
Edinburgh on December 12, 1992, adopted a Declarat Ion on Pr Inclples
governing External AsPects of Migration POlicy. whl.ch It agreed
should guide and Inform the approach of the Union In this regard.
Those Principles Identified the following elements as being Impor-
tant for the reduction of migration pressure:
the preservat Ion of peace and the termlnat Ion of armed con-
f II cts;
fu II respect for human rights;
the creat Ion of democrat Ie societ les and adequate social condi-
t Ions;
liberal trade policy, which should Improve economic condi-
tions In the countries of emigration;
the effective use of the appropriate volume  of  development aid
to encourage sustainable social and economic development, In
particular to contribute to job creation and the alleviation of
poverty In the countr les of or igin;
coordination of action in the fields of foreign policy, eco-
nomic cooperation and Immigration and asylum polley by the Com-
muni ty and I ts Member states.
51. The external policies pursued by the Union in the fields of common
foreign and security polley. trade, co-operation and development
policies can In themselves contribute to achieving these objectives
and In practice often do so. Those Instruments will therefore con-
t I nue to play an essent I a I par t in any comprehens I ve approach 
migration pressures. There are, however, additional ways and means
of giving effect to the pr Inclples concerned , based on the premise
that account wi II often need to be taken of both the specific na-
ture of the migratory f lows concerned and the reg ion or country of
origin they stem from. The three maJor flOws to be considered are:
refugees; other persons In need of International protection; other
migratory movements. As the causes behind the first  two  categories
of flows are less diversified than those behind the third category,
t~e number of measures suggested I s more II m I ted. Jh I s does not
mean, however, that they are any less Important.
fa) Refugees
52. By definition. refugees must have a well-founded fear of persecu-
tion In their country of origin and the pressures which .cause refu-
gees to seek asylum will therefore always be human rights related.
The emphasis which the Union and Its Member States place on respect
for human rights and the rule of law In their external relations
can therefore contr I bute to reduc I ng those pressures.- 15 ~
53. A potentlal source of Information which Is underutllized at present
Is the Information obtained during the examination of well-founded
asylum applications. Information provided by refugees may well
contain very precise Indications on human rights violations 
their countries of origin , which could easily form the basis for
follow-up action at bilateral or multilateral level against the
country concerned. Such Information should be systematically exam-
ined and generalized with the aim of preparing follow-up action,
whenever feas I b Ie, wh II st fu II y respect I ng the persona I Interests
of the refugees providing this Information. These actions should be
seen as supplementary to and not as a replacement for general human
rights policies. Moreover the existing policies for dealing with
human rights violations In other countries must continue to be ac-
t I ve I y pur sued.
(b) Other DeODle ln need of international Drotectlon
54. Other persons In need of internat ional protect ion refers to those
persons who, although they may not fulfill the definition of refu-
gee as laid down In the Geneva COnvent ion , reQul re protect ion. 
their case , root causes will eQually involve violation of human
rights of, for example, ethnic or religiouS minorities. But 
these cases, the very nature of the mass migratory movements in-
volved Indicates that there Is more to them than 'that: ethnic or
religious tensions wi II generally have escalated to such an extent
that there Is a situation of civil war or at least of wide-spread
violence. Human rights pol Icies should therefore be supplemented by
policies aimed at putting an immediate end to the violence itself.
As was mentioned in the Edinburgh Declaration , In those cases ac-
tion by the Union will have to be directed to the restoration and
preservation of peace. In addition, humanitarian assista.nce may
contribute to alleviating the plight of displaced persons in the
region of origin; such assistance should In particular , enable
displaced persons to  stay  In the nearest safe area to their home.
55. The development .of a framework In cases of armed conflicts Involves
a mix of human rights policies, other elements of foreign and se.cu-
rlty pol Icles, and humanitarian assistance. As has been emphaSized
by UNHCR within the framework of the Comprehensive Response to the
Humanitarian Crisis in former Yugoslavia, it is necessary to de-
velop Inter-agency co-operation at international level. It will be
to the Union and Its Member states to contribute as effectively
as possible to such strategies.
(c) Other mlaratorv movements
56. The third category of migratory flows Is of a mrxed character . To-
day, most often, these movements will amount to illegal migration.
Th I s category a I so compr i ses, however, those mass movements that do
not come under the second category, for example, those following a
famine or ecological disaster. The pressures underlying these
movements are different In nature from (a) and (b). They requ i re a
dl fferent response and po II cy m I x . The root causes are genera II y
identifiable: economic disparities, demographic pressures and some- 16 -
times ecological developments Will normally explain the greater
part of these pressures. As was stated In the Edinburgh Declara-
tion, addressing these migration pressures reQuires action at the
macro level by way of economic cooperation Including a liberal
trade policy and effective forms of development cooperation. Ac-
tion at the micro- level can also contribute to reducing those pres-
sures.
economic disparities
57. Tackling economic disparities as a root cause creating migration
pressure presents the Union and Its Member States with special
cha Ilenges. Past exper lence has shown that deve lopment cooperat,lon
alone cannot solve these economic disparities: they need to be
linked with policies  on  debt management, International trade and
Investment, since the general economic scope of the developing
countr les ls determined to a large extent by their terms of trade
and their ability to attract or obtain foreign Investment. Another
area of economic development Is the furtherance of regional eco
nomic Integration. The experience of the European Community Itself
shows that such a process can considerably enhance opportunities
for  economic growth. Including all of these aspects In the compre-
hensive approach and making them operational will reQuire the In-
volvement of the greater part of the external economic and develop-
ment relations of the Union and Its Member States.
58. In Its Communication of May 1992 on development co-operation polley
In the run-up to 2000, the Commission noted theellstlng relation-
ship betw.een certain migratory IIIOvements and the development co-
operat Ion pol icy. The best remedy to those migratory pressures
would be the promotion of economic growth in the developing coun-
tr lea. The Integrat Ion of an active migrat i~n pol icy into general
development co-operatlon policies and external economic relations
should be strengthened. The concentrat Ion and the co-ordlnat Ion of
development co-operat Ion policies of the Commission and the Member
States could contribute to this. The effects of such a global ap-
proach would, however, be felt only In the long run.
59. There are. however , particular cases which might justify specific
development asslstanc;:e: developing countries which are affected by
the phenomenon of a severe brain-drain, developing countries sub-
Ject to l arge-sca Ie migratory IIIOvements  from  other countries and
developing countries who are willing to cooperate actively with the
Implementation of an orderly return programme.
60. The Commission has financed a project Implemented by the Interna-
tional Organization  for  Migration (IOU) to stimulate and facilitate
the return and re-Integratlon of Qualified African nationals resid-
Ing In Industrlallsed countries . In this way, the Commission al.
to contr Ibute to reversing bra In-dra In effects  for  certa In sub-
Saharan African countries. The results of that project have been
evaluated with a view to a decision on contlnued support  for  such a
programme .- 17 -
61. A related possibll ity would be the development of special exchange
programmes. Such programmes which e.xlst al,ready within the frame-
work of co-operation with third mediterranean countries, offer
Identified target groups a chance to stay within the Union for a
temporary period In order to continue their studies o.r to gain em-
ployment experience. Such programmes require a careful formulation
of the conditions under which such temporary stay should be al-
lowed: It should be clear from the beginning that eventually the
people concerned have to return to their countries of origin.
62. In practice, IIIOst refugees do not reach Europe at all, ,but stay In
developing countries. The efforts undertaken by these countries,
regularly In close co-operatlon with the Office of the UN High Com-
missioner for Refugees (UNHCR) , Is supported by the Union and Its
Member States. Part of the development assistance, and In par-
ticular of the humanitarian assistance, provided by the Union and
Its Member States Is used to help these countries.
63. UNHCR and 10M have also been extremely act ive ln the past In set-
ting up orderly return programmes, whenever posSible. For example,
the ComprehenSive Plan' of Action for Viet Nam has made it possible
for a considerable number of people to return In safety and dignity
to their country of origin. Such programmes rely heavily on sup-
port from, Inter al ia, the Union and Its Member States. The Minis-
ters reponslble for migration affairs of the 32 Member States of
the COuncil of Europe, meeting In Athens In November 1993, also
drew at tent ion to the deve lopment of carefu II y des I gned schemes to
assist persons voluntarily returning to their countr.les of origin
g. for refugees able and willing to' return to their home coun-
tries and contribute to the rebuilding of democratic societies there.
demogr aph I c pressures
64. A factor already present which may become even more Important Is
the demographic situation In a number of countries of origin. 
Its report on the State of the Wor Id Populat ion 1993, the UN PoPu- lat Ion Fund (UNFPA) states the following:
Though rates of POPulation growth may have fallen In most devel-
oping countr les, numbers are rapidly Increasing. The rapid In-
crease In the number of young people entering their peak years of
fertility has the potential for even greater Increases In the fu- ture. Every demographic Impetus towards migratlon will be multi- plied over the next two or three decades as populat Ions - and
therefore the number of potential migrants - rl~e. The combination
of population pressures and economic Imba-Iances could prOduce mass
migration from poorer to richer countrles~
65. It will be necessary for the Union and the Member States to con-
t Inue to assist developing countr les with their own efforts In the
field of demographic pOlicies and to contribute to effective ~ctlon at International level. As mentioned In the Resolution adopted by
the Development COUncil In November 1992 , such areas of assistance- 18 -
Should Include: promotion of the health of women In their societ-
les, promotion of literacy, Improvement of the Quail ty of the so-
clal services available to communities and the provision of family
planning services as long as these are not In any way coercive,
discriminatory or prejudicial to fundamental human rights.
environmental considerations
66. Env I ronmenta I factors can a I so const I tute root causes for either
Incidental or long-term mlgrat Ion pressure. UNHCR and UNFPA have
argued that these factors are often neg I ected. At the most obv lous
level , natural disasters, such as flOOding or extreme drought tend
to produce migratory movements, pr Imar i Iy away from the affec.ted
areas Into safer regions or countr les. Longer-term processes such
as erosion and desertification as well as the rising sea level can
also bring about migratory movements. The Union and Its Member
States will need to continue to respond to Incidents of natural di-
saster by offer I ng an appropr I ate I eve I of human I tar I an ass I stance.
The Incorporation of the environmental dimension, already a.dvocated
In the Commission Communlcat Ion "TowardS Sustalnabi Ilty" and
foreseen In the context of the mid-term review of Lome IV, wi II
also address the root causes of migratory pressure In the long
term , by ensu.r Ing II better management of the natura I resources of
the developing countr les.
action at micro-level
67. In add It Ion to the longer-term measures of a macro-eco~omic nature
(which by definition will take time to produce tanglUle results,
perhaps even after an Initially counterproductive Impact In terms
g. of potential brain-drain), actions will also be reQuired at
micro- level. In this context, the key Question that needs to be ad-
dressed Is what motivates potential illegal Immigrants to leave
their countries of origin and choose to come to the Community. It
would appear that not all groups behave alike and that there Is a
tendency, for example, for Qual ifled rather than unQualified people
to mlgrate . This suggests that the "profiling" of actual and
potential Immigrants could make a significant contribution to the
development of strategies and programmes to be applied at the level
of countries or regions of origin themselves.
Studies for various countries point to this tendency: a stUdy
prepared by the University of Amsterdam for the Dutch Ulnlstry of
Welfare, Health and CUltuFe, JI"I 1992, showed this for asylum
applicants. Studies the Commission prepared on the MAGHREB-
countries Identify similar tendencies for Illegal migrants coming
from these countr les.
The Ulgratlon I.nformat.lon Programme, set up In Budapest, following
Joint undertaking of the COUncil of Europe and 10M Is also
producing useful studies on the profile of potential migrants from
Central and Eastern European countries and their motivations.- 19 -
68. It wi II be necessary to InvOlve the country of origin in this pro-
cess from th~ beginning: only within the framework of a dialogue
with the countries concerned can effective measures be taken. They could, for example, Involve economic and social measures. It may
turn out that International migration Is the seQuel of Internal mi-
gration from rural Into ur.ban areas. In such cases, It may be fea-
sible to concentrate on these Internal movements, either by Intro- ducing labour-Intensive development proJects for these rural areas
or by Improving hous1ng and work conditions In the urban areas, es-
Pecial Iy In the small and medium-sized towns and cit les, and
preferably by a combination of these policies.- 20 -
111.3.  Controilina mlQn~tlon flows
111. 1. Introduction
69.. Within the framework of the comprehensive approach controlling mi-
gration flows will continue to represent an Indispensable element. The " root causes" policies described in section 111. 2 above are primarily aimed at long-term reduction of migration pressure. Mea-
sures aimed at control I ing mlgrat ion wi I I therefore remain neces-
sary for the foreseeab I e future.
70. The first task In control I ing migration is to formulate basic prin- ciples In order to reflect the distinction between migration pres~
sure and other forms of migration. Admission policies will neces~ sarlly represent this distinction: they cannot be purely restric-
tive. as they should respect International obligations and humani- tarian traditions in general. Hence . controlling migration does
not necessarily Imply bringing it to an end: it means migration management. Defining grounds for admission in clear terms makes 
possible to translate those concepts .into pract ical pol iciest The definition 'and implementation of policies In .order to deal with irregular forms of migration will be another essential element in
the control of migration flows.
71. Throughout this chapter emphasis will be put on the need to harmonlse immigration and asylum policies. This Is by no means a
new Idea but reflects an approach endorsed by the European Council which reQuested Immigration Mlnlsters In 1991 to make substantial progress with the harmonlsatlon of both Immigration and asylum law
before the end of 1993. The reasons which Justify such a common ap-
proach are related In part to the Intensification of migration pressures fe I t by a Imost a II Member States. Member States recogn I ze that their Immigration and asylum policies have become Increasingly
Interdependent as the adopt Ion of new measures In one Member State can directly affect migratory movements towards the neighbouring Member States.
111. 2. Admission policies
72. Although both the 1991 Communication on Immigration and the 1991 Maastricht work programme contained references to basic principles
underlying admission policies , discussion between Member States has generally concentrated on the more specific proposals for harmonlsatlon included in the work programme. This approach seems Justified, as long as the general principles governing each spe-
cific ground for admission are defined during the harmonisation process. The following paragraphs r' eview the work done in these ar-
eas and seeks to I dent I fy matters wh I ch rema I n to be addressed While setting out some basic considerations which are relevant to
Individual grounds for admission.
73. The first area adressed by Immigration Ministers was admission for family ~eunification. On this, they adopted a resolution  Copenhagen In June 1993. That resolut"lon reflects the principle- 21 -
that family reunification Is Intrinsically linked to the right of
fam II y II fe as recogn I zed by the European Convent Ion on Human
Rights. The resolution spells out which categories of family mem-
bers are entitled to the right of family reunification and lays
down general conditions for admission.
74. Family reunification Is of considerable importance to third country
nationals legally resident In the Community and the success of
integration policies can be affected by the pol Icles which apply In
this matter. Given the Importance of legal certainty In this area
for third country nationals legally resident In the Community, a
legally ~lndlng Instrument, such as a Convention , could usefully
constitute a firmer basis and could address remaining differences
In the practices of Member States In this regard. These include
waiting periods, maximum age of children entitled to be admitted
for family reunification, policies on family formation as well as
policies regarding the admission of unmarried partners and second-
degree family members, the admission of adopted chi Idren and the
legal status of the admitted faml Iy members.
75. Other aspects of admission pol Icles currently being examined within
the Council relate to the admission of students, workers and the
self-employed. That work needs to be brought to a conclusion. In
the case of students, the Commission bel leves that admission pol j-
cles should be based upon the general principle that migration
whlc~ promotes a better understanding and an Improved knowledge of
each other s societies Is be welcomed. It wi II also be Important,
however , to avoid policies creating a brain-drain effect on the
countries of origin. Hence, policies should be developed to prevent
people from staying after completion of their studies.
76. Admission policies concerning workers and self-employed have varied
over the years, corresponding to the economic needs of the Commu-
nlty. ln this area it seems highly relevant to agree on the basic
principles governing admission policies with regard to third
country nationals legally resident In one of the Member States.
Ihis subject will be dealt with more extensively in chapter 111.
as It is closely I inked to integration pol iciest
77. As a next step in formulating the basic principles underlying ad-
mission' pol icles concerl1lng workers and self-employed , principles
should be defined concerning the admission of other third country
nationals. With the present economic and labour market situation
these admission po! icies wi I I generally have to remain of a re-
strictive nature In the short term. This implies that the setting
of quotas, a measure wh I ch has been suggested as a means to a I I ev 
ate migration pressure, does not correspond with the existing eco-
nomic situation In the short run. 
78. The longer term approach to the issue of labour-related migration
wi II also of necessity have to take account of developments in the
economic .and labour market situation in the Community. A new empha-
s i s has been given to the promot ion of growth and compet I t I veness
and combatting unemployment by the Commission s White Paper on
Growth , Competitiveness and Employment. A longer term perspective
wi II equally require the impact of demographic changes on the- 22 -
labour market to be taken Into account. It wi II therefore be neces-
sary to monitor closely labour market developments In order to en-
sure that admission pOlicies are capable of adapting to new de-
mands. Such analyses should also be able of distinguishing between
short-term conJunctura I developments and structura I changes, 
what Is needed Is a clear picture Of the long term development of
labour SUpply and demand. If It were to be established that there
was a long -term need for additional labour supply, the analysis
should proceed defining costs and benefits of allowing for migra-
tion In order to fll.1 UP these gaps. Only If It were to be estab-
lished that the net effects would be positive, the !!letting of Quo-
tas should be considered.
79. Irrespective of the outcome of such a general analysis, there are
good reasons to refrain from applying restrictive policies In case
of temporary work schemes, especially those developed under the
root causes approach, prov I ded that th I s does not amount to II job
rotation" and admission of seasonal and frontier workers, catego-
ries wh ich would need to be prec ise Iy def ined.
80. An area of admission polley which has yet to be addressed Is the
Question of admission on humanitarian grounds. AS was explained 
the 1991 work programme, harmonlsatlon of this pOlicy Is difficult,
as by definition admission for humanitarian reasons Is based upon
the specific circumstances of each Individual case. What might use-
fully be done at this stage, however , Is to examine the extent to
which Member states ' existing practices allow for the admission of
specific vulnerable groups In this regard. Special attention' could,
for example, be paid to the position of women who are the victims
of trafficking or sexual har.assment as one such category, a group
about wh I ch the European Par I i ament has recent I y expressed its con-
cern.
111. 3. Refugees and other persons In need of International protection
81. From an analyt leal point of view, migratory movements and mlgrat Ion
pressure should be examined In all their forms, e. Irrespective
of the Quest Ion whether they are asylum-related or not. At the same
time, however, the arguments that were developed In the 1991 COmmu-
nication on the right of asyium are still valid: asylum policies
are distinct In that they are aimed at meeting a humanitarian chal-
lenge' . The pr Inclple of non-refoulement, as embodied In the 1951
Geneva convention, requires States Parties to be scrupulous In es-
tablishing which asylum-seekers are refugees In the sense of artl-
c Ie 1A of the Geneva COnvent Ion. Refugees are ent I tied to protec-
t Ion. By not providing such protect Ion, States Part les would con-
travene the most basic principle of the Geneva Convent Ion and,
since this COnvention has been expHcltly mentioned In Article K2
of the TEU, even violate that Treaty Itself. It .Is by definition
Impossible to curb the number of refugees to whom Member States are
reQuired to give protection. Asylum policies are therefore differ-
ent as they ar$ aimed at managing the examinat ion of asylum appli-
cations In such a way that every appl icatlon can be considered In a
fair and efficient manner.- 23 -
82. The 1991 work programme and the 1991 Communication on the Right of
Asylum analysed the various aspects of asylum policy that would
have to be harmonlsed. Considerable progress has been made In set-
ting out the guiding pr Inclples in variOus resolut Ions. The plan of
action approved by the European Counci I at Its meeting In Brussels
In December 1993 Identlfl~d the following Issues for priority at-
tent Ion In 1994:
(a) harmonlsed application of the definition of "refugee" In accor-
dance with Article 1A of the Geneva Convention;
(b) the estab llshment of minimum standards for asylum procedures.
The steps necessary to give effect to these priorities are consid-
ered ln the following paragraphs together with some suggest Ions for
actions on other related Issues.
(a)  harmonlsed aDD I icatlon of the definition of "refuaee"
83. Harmonlsatlon of the appliCation of the definition' of "refugee " re-
Quires attention to be given to two distinct aspects: on the one
hand , general Indicators need to be developed with regard to legal
aspects of the concept of refugee; on the other hand , country of
origin related Indicators are needed to supplement these general
Indicators In order to make them applicable to Individual cases.
The Council has therefore decided that the appropriate expert
groups within the Council framework should take forward the work on
both of these aspects. UNHCR has already stated Its readiness to
contribute to this work. The Commlssion, welcomes these developments
which may pave the way for an Important standard setting exercise.
(b)  minimum standards for asYlum Drocedures
84. The Increase In the number of asylum-seekers has prompted Member
States to take action in order to develop more efficient asylum
procedures and to set up a mechan i sm between themse I ves for deter-
mining which Member St~te should be responsible for deal ing with a
part Icular asylum appllcat Ion (i .e. the Dubi in Convent Ion). That
Convent Ion a I so represents an Important compensatory measure for
the reallsatlon of a European area without Internal borders.
85. Whereas these approaches all have a useful rol e to play, the I ntro-
duct Ion of pre-screening procedures aimed at excluding certain cat-
egor les of asylum appllcat Ions from the more substant Ive examina-
tion procedures, with a view In particular to Identifying mani-
fest Iy unfounded appllcat Ions, carr les the risk that Member States,
unless they take great care, may Involuntarily fi.nd themselves vlo-
lat Ing the pr Inclple of non-refoulement. I t will therefore be d 
flcult to exclude whole categories 'from, the substantive part of the
asylum procedure: as reaffirmed In the 1992 resolution on mani-
fest Iy unfounded asylum applications, each reQuest should be exam-
Ined on an Individual basis, as the asylum seeker needs to be given
the chance to explain why he or she would be an exception to the
general rule of Inadmissibility, even If he or she comes from a
country In which there Is generally no reason to fear persecution
or  I f there I s a th I rd host country.- 24 -
86. The resolutions adopted in 1992 on manifestly unfounded asylum ap-
plications and on the third host country concept were the first step Invnlgrat Ion Ministers took to lay down harmonlsed standards
for the asylum procedure. The Commission believes that ensuring
legal certainty In this matter for both asylum applicants and the
Member States may warrant the subject matter of those resolut Ions
alsO being dealt with more comprehensively by way of a COnvention.
87. In addition, the development of fair and efficient procedures re-
quires agreement among Member states on the basic principles under-
lying the asylum procedure In their countries. Although this sensl-
t Ive qUest Ion touches on the bas I c legal trad I t Ion of each I nd I v Id-
ual Member state, consideration could be given to the possibility
of defining objective criteria for fairness and efficiency, which
would set a ce.rtaln general framework , while leaving It to each In-
dlvldua I Member State to f I II In the exact nature of the asy lum
procedure. Guidance on the principles Involved can be found In var-
Ious EXQOM5 COnclusions as well as In the UNHCR Handbook on Pro-
cedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status.
88. Criteria .for efficiency would relate to the access to and duration
of the various stages of the asylum procedure. They should reflect
the need to keep asylum accessible. Apart fr.om the considerations
mentioned above based on Internationally approved texts, migration
management reQu I res such an approach: I nthe absence of act I ve mea-
sures , to reduce migration preSsures, would-be asylum .seekers may
turn to Illegal Invnlgrat ion If asylum procedures are no longer ac-
cessible to a.II. lt Is unlikely that the costs Involv~d In effec-
tively countering such Illegal movements would be any I'ess than ac-
tual costs of dealing with the asylum reQuests. The advantage of
the asylum procedure, however , Is that In the majority of cases,
and especially In case of manifestly unfounded applications, the
whereabouts of asy I um app I I cants I s known or I s read I I 
ascertainable, whereas, In the case of Irregular movements, almost
by definition a considerable effort wi II be needed to locate the
peop I e concerned.
89. Criteria for fairness would, Inter alia, relate to appeal rights
and reception conditions. As for the latter , Member States ' prac-
tices are stili quite different and It may be difficult to achieve
full harmonlzat Ion: the 1991 work progranvne and the 1991 Communlca-
t Ion on the right of aaylum did, however , Indicate that approxima-
tion of reception policies should be possible. These criteria
should IIIOreover give attent Ion to the procedures that would apply
with respect to particularly vulnerable groups, such as women and
(unaccompanied) minors. These groups often require special treat-
ment, taking Into account the specific difficulty they may have 
present I ng the I r asy I um case.
90. The adoption of criteria for fair and efficient procedures of Union
-wide application would represent a significant step forward to-
war ds a cO/lllllOn asy I um po I Icy.
Execut I ve Comm I t tee of UNHCR.- 25 -
(c) Other necessary act Ions
91. Beyond the Immediate priorities Identified by the European Council
attention could also now usefully be given to the problem mentioned
In the 1991 work programme concerning cases that do not fall within
the terms of Art Ie Ie 1A of the Geneva Convent ion, but where it Is
the general policy Of each Member State, not always for Identical
reasons, not to require the Individuals concerned to return to
their country of origin. As this I,nvolves In practice considerable
numbers of cases, some degree of harmonisat ion would seem worth
seek Ing. 
92. Uoreover . recent experience, notably the lessons to be drawn from
the tragedy In former Yugoslavia, suggests that the issues of tem-
porary protect ion and temporary absorpt ion prob I ems shou I d now 
addressed too.
93. Member States have responded in a number of different ways to the
problem of people fleeing former Yugoslavia, often by introducing
schemes offerlng temDOrarY crotection for vulnerable groups, hence
avo I ding a mass I ve recourse to asy I um procedures. These schemes are
Indeed to be welcomed as a positive step to deal with mass Influx
situations. Some Member .Stateshave adopted specific legislation to
provide for a solid legal basis; other Member States used the mech-
anism of extending temporary stay. At least two Member States have
gone further by examining the Individual asylum applications and
allowing a large number of the persons concerned admission as a
refugee or for humanitarian reasons. It would be possible tobui 
on th Is exper I ence and harmon i se these .schemesw i th a view to el ab-
orating a uniform Eu.ropean scheme for temporary protection. Such a
harmonlsatlon would avoid the redirection of this type of migratory
flows on the basis of differences in national legislation. It would
also guarantee a minimum level of protection to the persons con-
cerned . Irrespective of the Member State offering this protection.
94. Such a harmonlsed approach would have to address the following
Quest Ions:
how to Identify a particular situation as giving rise to the
need for temporary protect Ion;
the lega I rights of Peop Ie who have been granted temporary pro-
tection;
the periOd of time after which admission for long-term stay
should be granted.
95. As for the first Quest Ion , the factors to be taken I nto account
WOUld Include: the occurrence of mass Influxes or the expectation
that such mass Influxes are about to reach the Union; an Indlca~ t Ion from UNHCR that no adeQuate asslstance. 'and protect Ion Is
available In the region Of origin, or that the Onion Itself could
be considered to be part of the region of origin , as In the case of
former Yugoslavia. A decision that a particular situation gave rise
to the need for temporary protect Ion would also have to address the
Issue of who should benef I t. ln some cases, temporary protection
would have to be extended to all groups involved; in others, It
might be possible to draw up criteria for specific vulnerable- 26 -
groups; and In others, the scheme , might be open only to those
groups that have been I dent If i ed . by UNHCR or ot her re I I ef
9rgan Isat Ions.
96. Any temporary protection scheme would need to establish the legal
rights of those concerned. The key feature of these schemes 
their temporary nature but the total duration of the protection de-
pends on the developments In the country of origin. It would there-
fore be necessary to evaluate at regular Intervals whether the pro-
tect Ion scheme has to be cont I nued  or  whether order I y return
programmes could be Initiated. An eQuitable balance between the In-
terests of the persons Involved and the Interests of Member States
would need to be found.
97. The third Question will arise where the situation In the country of
origin r$malns of such a nature that temporary protection Is neces
sary for a long period of time. The Issue then will be whether 
Is stili justified to send the persons In need of International
prote'ctlon back to their country of origin when the situation 
that country has finally Improved. It Is inevitable that the longer
a person stays In a country, the more ties he or she develops with
It. When temporary protect Ion stretches out for a per lod of severa 
years, It Is very likely to be accornpanled by a certain level of
Integration, until the point is reached when it Is no longer rea-
sonable to require the people concerned to go back to a country
with which they may no longer feel close links, even though it Is
their country of origin.
98. Another Issue to be addressed in the context of migra1 ion control
Is an effective polley to cope with  temDorarv absorDtlon Droblems
Exper lence has .shown that In the case of sudden mass Inf luxes of
people In need of International protection, there may be temporary
shortages of hou~lng and other facilities. So far, no consistent
monitoring of absorption problems takes place. The Union could take
the lead In setting up such a monitoring system, on the basis 01
an exchange of views on best pract ice learned from past exper lence.
A permanent form of co-ordlnat Ion between the var lous departments
Involved could be set up. It would then be possible to make the
necessary arrangements on the basis of estimations of numbers and
costs I nvo I ved and to create cont I ngencypl ans for emergency s I tua-
tlons. On the basis of this 'Information, the Union could try to es-
tablish some Matching of national absorbtlon capacities.
99. Such a matching system would not necessar Ily have to amount to a
formal arrangement for burden sharing, but would offer reciprocal
assurance among Member States that, when the~ are confronted wi 
serious problems In Implementing their reception policies, they
would not stand alone , but could reckon with active support from
other Member States and from ~he Union Itself.
100. In the context of such a match Ing system, It I.s noteworthy that
the European Pari I ament has asked the Comm I ss Ion to subm I t a pro-
posa I for the creat Ion of a European Fund for Refugees I t seems
Paragraph 7 of Resolut Ion A3-0280/92 adopted by the EP on 
November , 1992.- 27 -
log I ca I that any such fund might be used for emergency s I tuat Ions
facing Member states, for example mass Influxes, where, on a
strictly voluntary basis and/or for geographical reasons a Member
State may find Itself undertaking responsibility for more people
In need of l nternat lona I protection than It would have to under
the criteria laid down In the Dublin Convention. It could equally
be used to assist Member States which lack the necessary adminis-
trative capacity when faced with new pressures.
101. The Community and its Member states should not just look inward:
the application of the principle of third host countries to
countriEts of transit will affect In particular the neighbouring
countries of Central and Eastern Europe which often turn out to be
countries of transit. Debates within the Council of Europe and 
recent UNHCR report demonstrate that the imp lementat Ion of asy lurn
policies poses severe budgetary .and operational problems for these
countries. In order to assist them, UNHCR Is Involved 
Institution-building focussing on the setting up of fair and effi-
cient asylum procedures. The Union should take an active interest
in these activities, since the successful appl ication of the prin-
ciple of thlnil host country vis-a-vis the Central and EasternEu-
ropean States will depend on how these countr ies can cope. A Euro-
pean Fund for Refugees might be a source of finance for projects
InvolvlngNGOs operating In Central and Eastern Eur.ope.
111. 4. Illegal Immigration
102. With migration pressures increasing and opportunities for legal
migration being Increasingly restricted , people wanting to enter
the Union are likely to continue to turn to illegal immigration.
The comprehensive policy as advocated in this communicat ion re-
quires a firm and clear poliCY to counter these movements. Illegal
forms of migration undermine the effect of admission policies, are
detrimental to policies aimed at the integration of legal immi-
grants and put the people concerned in a vulnerable position. The
Union therefore reQuires an active policy to prevent and combat
I Ilegal migratory movements.
103. Illegal Immigration takes a number of forms. Persons may, on the
one hand , seek to enter- the terr i tory of the Commun i ty i r I ega II y
by evading immigration controls or by the use of false documents.
I n other cases persons who have entered the Commun I ty I awfu II y may
place themselves in an irregular situation by overstayIng or oth-
erwise acting In breach of the terms of their admission (e.
taking up employment).
104. Work on the relevant measures contained In the 1991 work programme
has focussed on expulsion. Immigration Ministers In June 1993
adopted a Recommendation concerning checks on and expulsion of
third-country nationals residing or working without authorization.
The comprehensive approach to counter the problem of Illegal Immi-
gration requires action at a number of levels. Four main elements
can be dl s t I ngui shed:- 28 -
(a) measures designed to prevent Illegal Immigrants entering the
terr I tory of the COmmun I ty;
(b) measures designed to Identify persons Illegally resident In the
Community;
(c) defining minimum standards for the treatment of Illegal Immi-
grants; and'
(d) measures to facilitate the repatriation of Illegal Immigrants.
Ca) Drevent Ive measures
105. Actions to deal with root causes of Migration pressure have been
discussed In sect Ion 111. 2. Beyon~ those measures, combatt Ing
Illegal IIIlgratlon requires preventive action before the people
concerned reach the Union. Work Is under way within the framework
of the COuncil In regard to exchange of Informat ion on routes and
traffickers, but needs to be made InOresystematlc. In this respect
close co-operatlon with transit countries and countries of origin
would provide valuable help in obtaining the necessary information
In order to take action against the ~raffickers concerned. 
counter Ing ldent I fled traffickers care Must be taken not to block
off any possibi Iity for persons in need of international protec-
tion to leave their country of origin.
106. Rigorous controls at the external frontiers and visa polley will
also play their part In discouraging and combatting illegal Immi-
gration. The revised draft COnvention on the crossing of external
borders, recent Iy tabled by the Convnlssion , clear Iy sets the
framework for systematic and effective border controls. The first
priority should now be adoption of this Convention. There will 
the longer term also be a need to monitor Its Implementation. Con-
slderatlon wi II also be given to measures to support specific
projects in the case of Member States who face problems because of
their particular geographical position.
Measures desianed to Identify Dersons Illeaally resident In the
Convnun I t y
107. Preventive Measures and more systematic border controls of the
kind envisaged above will be Important In combatting Illegal Immi-
gration, but cannot be completely effective In stopping It. Mea-
sures which permit the Identification of persons within the Commu-
nity' In an Irregular situation will  therefore continue to have an
I mpor tant ro I e to pi ay as we II. Th is I ssue has been touched upon
by the 1993 Recommendation on expulsion policies which mentions,
Inter alia, the Importance of Internal checks. This Is undoubtedly
sensitive territory since the location of migrants In an Illegal
situation Is generally a pollee ,matter which needs to be set 
the context of a wide range of other priorities. of which the gen-
eral fight against crime Is probably the most Important.
108. The 1991 work. programme together with the 1991 Communication on
Immigration offered other solutions to this complex problem. The
focus there was on efforts aimed at making It difficult In prac-
tice for people In an irregular situa~ion to remain. The various- 29 -
Income sources  for  such people offer a useful point of departure.
Generally, there are two blain sources of income: benefits from
various public support schemes and Income 
from  Illegal employment.
In the Introduction to the 1991 work programme it was stated that
It must be ensured that sOcial measures do not offer an lnvlta-
tlon to Illegal residence given that for  humanitarian or emer-
gency reasons, Illegally resident persons could qualify 
for  such measures" . And secondly. that " policies  for  reducing Illegal em-
ployment will have to be Intensified. Here the role of the em-
ployer as guilty party who takes advantage of the precar lous posi- tion of the foreigner In a situation of Illegal residence must
take centre stage . The 1991 Communlcat Ion on Immigration was even
more specific on the latter subject:
The Commission would be prepared. In the Interest of effi-
ciency, to submit a suitably revised verSion of Its proposal on
the approximation of Member States ' legislation on measures to
combat Illegal Immlgrat Ion and the attendant Quest ion  unauthorlsed work. In this connection . Succesful public con-
tract tenderers could be obi iged to provideeVirjence of compl 
ance with the rules of labour law and principals could be held
Ilab Ie In the event of non-compl lance wi th the ru les on c lan-
deBt ine emp loyment by the I r sub-contractors, or the temporary
emp 10Yblent bus I nessesused by them.
In Its resolution of 18 November 1992 , the European Parll.ament
also Identified combatting Illegal employment as an Important ele-
ment In the fight against Illegal Immigration. The Commlsslon re-
mains of the view that the approximation of, legislation to combat
Illegal employment would contribute to the fight against Illegal Immlgrat.lon. The Commission will table proposals to secure that
object Ive.
(c) Defining minimum standards  for  the treatment of Illegal Immigrants
109. Although generally firm and effective action against Illegal Imml- grat Ion Is essentia  for  the reasons out lined above, It shou Id not
be forgotten that the persons concerned can be subJect to exploi-
tation and be In an extremely vulnerable position. It should therefore be taken Into account that they are ent I t led to a fa I r
procedure ensuring full protection of the human rights and funda-
mental freedoms as provided by International law. To this effect,
defining minimum standards will be a necessary step which wi II
equally help ensure the credibility of restrictive policies con-
cerning Illegal IlIIIIIlgratlon.
110. A measure which WOUld give practlca~ expression to this goal would
be signature and ratification by Member States of the UN COnven-
tion on Migrant Workers and Members of their famllles . This con-
vention Is unique, as It lays down the human rights of migrant
workers. Including those who are In an Irregular situation. The
Ratification of this Convention Is also desirable  for  the
protection of the rights of third country nationals legally
resident In the Community (see section 111.- 30 -
COnvent Ion makes it clear that human rights and fundamenta I free-
dOlDs are applicable, Irrespective of the legal status of the mi-
grant concerned. This could be supplemented, If necessary, by an
Instrument of the Union.
Cd) measures to fa~llltate the reDatrlatlon of i Ileaal Immiarants
111. The fourth element Is the repatriation of those who are found to
be In an Irregular sltuat Ion. The best form of repatr lat I.on re-
Mains voluntary return and schemes that have been set up In some
Member States, often Inclo.se co-operatlon with the 10M, to stimu-
late vOluntary return offer one such p09slbi Iity. These schemes
can be cost-effective, when compared with the costs Involved In
Involuntary repatriation , and can therefore be attractive to both
governments and the people concerned. It Is important , however
that these schemes should not have the un Intended effect of en-
couraging Illegal Immlgrat Ion. Although no effort has been made to
approx Imate such schemes among Member States, there wou I d seem to
be a case for doing so, In order to avoid disparities In this re-
spect between Member States.
112. Expulsion Is the solution of last resort with ,regard to people
found In an Irregular situation who are not prepared to leave the
territory voluntarily. Expulsion Is a necessary Instrument to make
It clear that Illegal Immigration wi II not be tolerated. Member
States have, however, faced practical difficulties In implementing
repatriation policies In specific Instances. Suoh difficulties can
arise where there are no direct transport connections between the
Membe.r State and country of or Igln concerned ,or where the country
of or Igln Is unwilling to cooperate.
113. Immigration Ministers no doubt had the first of these difficulties
In mind when they adopted a Recommendat Ion regarding transit for
the purposes of expulsion In November 1992. According to this Rec-
ommendation, Member States have undertaken to facilitate transit
throu~h their territories with a view to enable the expulsion re-
patr I atlon to take p I ace. Cons I deration shou I d be given whether
slmi lar arrangements could be established with third countries.
114. Readmission agreements with third countries were Identified In the
1991 Communication on Immigration and the 1991 work programme as a
means of solving the problems that can sometimes arise w.ith coun-
tries of origin or transit. COnclusions on the guiding principles
for 'the purpose of the elaboration of such agreements with third
countries have been recently approved by the COuncil of Justice
and Home Affairs. Those principles now need to be translated Into
forma I agreements of the Member states wi th re levant th i rd coun-
tries. In this respect It Is to be welcomed that the Budapest
COnference which as held In February 1993 and In which almost all
Central and Eastern European $t,afes participated , agreed on the
relevance of such readmission agreements In the European context.
115. The CQuncll also approved the principle of establishing Ii link,
wherever practicable, between readmission agreements and practices
on the one hand and the external agreements of the Community and- 31 -
I ts Member states on the other. In th is way the conC Ius ion and Im-
plementation of suCh readmission agreements could be facilitated.
Giving effect to that decision reQuires follow-up action from both
the Commission and the Counci I. 
116. such readmission agreeme,:,ts may have Important conseQuences for
the countries concerned. As transit countrl~s, they may be faced
with considerable burdens, not only of a financial but al.So of a
technical nature, as they will have to take charge of the repatri-
ation of the persons concerned. Even there-Integration of Its own
nationals m.y put additional strains on the national labour market
or government assistance schemes. The Union will need to show sen-
slt-Ivlty. for these aspects In an active asslstance po.llcy which
can be Incorporated Into Its general policies towards such agree-
ments with the countries, concerned.
11(. specific policies could also usefully be considered for certain
vulnerable groups. An example of such a group would be
unaccOIIIpanled chi Idren. Many Member' states have developed guide-
lines on the extent that chi Idren below a certain age should not
be returned, If there are no relatives or guardians that will take
care of them upon return. Other Member states, however , do regu-
larly repatriate children , even without such guarantees. This
therefore offers another area where the establishment of minimum
standards wOuld be desirable. similarly, policies In regard to
viet Ims of sexual explol tat Ion should ensure that repatr lat ion of
the vi ct 1mB does not prevent lega I act ion to be taken aga I nst per-
sons responsible for that exploitat Ion..... 32 
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111. Strenathenlna Intearatlon Dollcles for the benefit 
of  leaal Im- mlarants
118. The Commission believes that- Integration
pol icles are closely linked. Society
inf low  of  new migrant groups depends on
ment to be In control 
of  the phenomenon.
the Braun report (8):
pol Icles and Immlgrat Ion
read I ness to accept the
how it perce I ves govern-
As was stated a I ready In
We cannot refer to the Integration  of  Immigrants already es- tablished without also considering the new 
Inflows  of  migrant workers , faml Iy members , asylum seekers and I I legal or clandestine Immigrants , since the rate and volume 
of  arr Ivai  of  such people undoubtedly affect the integration process"
More I mpor tant I y, near I Y a II Commun I  ty  count r I es have now become
countries  of  Immigration. The Immigrant population Is estimated at
near Iy 10 million third country nationals legally resident in the Member States. The nationalities representing a total population
within the Community 
of  more than 100.000 persons were: Austria, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, USA and Indla(9)
119. Integration Is therefore an issue for all the Member States. It means offering migrants .and their descendants the opportunity to live "normal Iy" In the host country. That reQuires providing mi-
grants with sufficient resources (knowledge 
of  the local language, housing, education, vocational training etc.
) to enable them grad- ually to attain "parity" with the national population. From the immigrants themselves it requires the wi I I Ingness to adapt to the lifestyle  of  the host society without losing their cultural Iden-
tity and acceptance 
of  the fact that equality 
of  rights entails
equality  of  obligations. This approach now seems to be widely favoured in the Community countries.
120. While there Is now 
a general recognition 
Of  the need for an active Integrat Ion pol Icy In al I the Member States, those policies them-
selves need to be continuouSly monitored and developed 
If they are to be capable  of  responding effectively to the changing character.... Istlcs and needs  of  those migrant communities already established
within the Community and new entrants. That Is why Integration pol Icles remain at the very 
heart  of  the POl It leal debate.
121. The tendency within Member States 
Is for bodies at both central and local level to be given responslbl I Ity for Implementing pol icy and for those bodies to be supported by a var 
iety  of  voluntary as- sociations. DIfficulties in achieving consistency become greater
where the number  of  actors Involved Is large. The 
allocation  subsidized housing, which  often  entails the Involvement  of  the State, district authorities and specialist bodies
offers  one such example. The effectiveness 
of  Integration policies can also
endangered by those who seek to exploit the issue  of  Immigration
(8) Pol Icles on Immigration !!nd the social Integration 
of  Migrants In the European Community" SEC(90)1813 final point 21, See Annex " table 8 A (9)- 33 -
for political purposes. These difficulties must , however , not be
a I lowed to obscure the rewards, for each Member State and the Com-
munity, of successful Integration policies.
122. There have been many ca II s by the European Par I lament since the
publication of the 1991 Communication on Immigration for the Com-
mission to prepare and table framework directives relating to In-
tegratlon pOlicies for thl:d-country Immigrants and resolutions on
the fight against racism and xenophobia. The Commission sees con-
siderable value In use being made of the possibi 111. les off$redby
the TEU, Including Its Title VI, which provides for the possibil- Ityof Joint action on policy regarding nationals of third coun-
tries, for the develoPln8nt of convnon approaches of these Issues.
SOllIe specific suggestions for such an 'approach are contained 
subseQuent paragraphs of th I s sect Ion.
123.' For this purpose, It Is useful to distinguish between policies
for ImprOVing the situation of third-country nationals, Pollcl.
aimed at creating the right economic and soclo-cultural environ-
ment for successful Integration, policies to meet Information
needs and to promote dialogue, and pol Icies aimed at combatt ing
rac I sm an xenophob I a.
111.4. Improving the situation of third-country nationals legally
resident within the Community
124. Any successful Integration polley must of necessity include sev- eral components. The first essential elements are the prOSPect
and security of permanent residence status. _ ~ecurlty of stay and
permanent residence for all those satlsfylng, stabll ity criteria
constitute the fundamental prereQuisites for successful integra- tion. Without this foundation, uncertainty wi II pervade other as-
pects of the Integrat Ion process such as fam.i Iy reunl,f Icat Ion , ac-
cess to employment , housing, health, education and training etc.
Moreover , an Immigrant' s own comm i tment to Integrat Ion depends to
a large extent on whether he feels secure In his residence status.
For this reason the Commission suggested In Its 1991 Communication
that consideration should be given to the creation of a jointly
agreed permanent residence entitlement which could be granted af-
ter a Qualifying period.
125. Special attention also needs to be given to the residence status
of  members of the family of legally resident Immigrants. A sltua-
t Ion where fam II y members cont I nue to be dependent on the status
of the Immigrant , even after a long term residency Is unsatisfac- tory. Children or grandchildren of Immigrants '-Who have not become
nationals of the Member Stllte In W!hlch they .llve but who them-
selves have been resident In the Membot Stat~ ~or an appropriate
Qualifying period should be able to enjoy security of status when
't~ey are above school age. Similar Iy, foreign-born spouses of es-
tablished Immigrants or nat lona Is should enjoy Independent resi-
dence rights after a Qualifying period. For these persons 'there
must be a reasonab Ie expectat Ion that they can stay I n the event
of the breadwinner s death, divorce or departure from the country.34 -
126. Another area which would merit attention Is the requirement, In
some ~mber States, for a separate res I dence perm I t where a perm 
for economic activity was already granted. Such reQuirements cre-
ate overlap and Insecurity for the Immigrant. Overlap Is costly
and unnecessary whilst Insecurity runs counter to the goal of In-
tegrat Ion.
127. In ItS 1991 CoImIunlcation the Commission also expressed as Its
opinion that the logic of the Internal market Implied the elimina-
tion of the condition of nationality for the exercise of certain
rights. A first step In this respect would be to enable third
country nationalS to IIIOve freely around w.lthln the Union on the
basis of their residence permit, which would replace any existing
v I sa requ I rement. The Schengen Agreement prov I des such a right of
free circulation, but Is applicable to the Schengen-countrles
onlY. The CoImIlsslon believes that this right should also be .en-
sured for the Union as a whole. In this respect, on the one hand
as far as the crossing of external frontiers Is concerned It has
proposed giving residence permits of third country nationals le-
gally resident in one of the Member States, the equivalent value to
a visa. This proposal has been Included In the draft Convention on
the crossing of the externa I front iers of the Member States which
It has submitted to the Counci 110 . On the other hand , In order to
allow third country cltl~ens legally resident In a member State to
circulate freely within the Union for short-stay per lods, the com-
mission Intends to come forward with a proposa,l which would allow
them to enter the terr  tory  of another Member State without a
v I sa; even I n cases where the Member State concerned .wou I d other-
wise reQuire one for nationals of the third countries 'In Question.
128. Another element to which consideration should be given Is free
IIIOvement for the purpose of engaging In an economic activity. The
Socl. Partners represented In the Permanent Committee on Employ-
ment reQuested on 14 May 1992 that obstacles to taking up employ-
ment In another Member State for nat lona Is of th I rd countr les who
have a permanent residence status In one Member State should be
eliminated. This Idea had already been reflected In the 1991 work
programme, which foresaw the "examination, within the appropriate
fora, of the possibility of granting third-country nationals who
are long-term residents In a Member State certain rights or possl...
bl qtles, for example concerning access to the labour mar-
keL~" 11
129. Steps now need to be taken to reallse that objective. A first
step towards Improvement In this area would be for Member States
to flccord priority to third-country nationals permanently and le-
gaily resident In another Member State, when job vacancieS cannot
be filled by EC nationals. Allowing such third country nationals
acCess to employment In another ,Member State In response to an
of fer of emploYll8nt would represent a further step In this di-
rection. The situation of self-employed persons seeking the right
of establishment In another Member State would also need to be
addressed.
COM(93)684 f Ina I, aubml tted to the Counc li on 10 December 1993.
WGI 930, page 6- 35 -
130. In the Introductory part of the 1991 work programme it was stated
that "from ,the view point of social justice, the general approach
... should be to examine which rights third-country nationals
should be ab Ie to enjoy among those enjoyed by Member States na-
tlonals In Its 1991 Communication on Immigration, the Com-
mission stated that " equallty of treatment for legally resident
Immigrants IS a fundamental obJective for the whOle of socl- ety"13 . Member States should now review their legislation In or-
der to remove conditions of nationality for the exercise' of
rights or the granting of benefits, w~lch are no longer justified
for object Ive reasons.
131. In the 1991 Communication, the Commission stated that the obser-
vance of comm i tments under taken I n agreements with th I rd
countries providing for eQual treatment of the workers of these countries In matters of remuneration; working conditions and
soc I a I secur I ty, shou I d be ensured. The Comm i ss'! on cont i nues to
use the means at Its disposal to monitor strict Implementation of
the provisions of these agreements In the Member States, In the
light of the case- law of the Court of Just ice.
132. The International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of
all Migrant Workers and Members of their Fami I ies, adopted by the
General Assembly of the U.N. on 18 December 1990, reQuires 20 rat Iflcatlons for Its entry into force. Ratification of this
Convention by the Member States would constitute the expression
of the value attached by the Union to Improving the position of
migrant workers and their families resident in the Union and en-
sure that the rights accorded to them correspond to the highest
International norms.
133. The laws governing naturallsatlon and nationality vary greatlY as
between Member States, reflecting different historical and philo- sophical concepts of citizenship. As Is made ciear by the
Dee I arat Ion on Nationality of a Member State " annexed to the
Treaty on European Union, the question of whether an individual
possesses the nationality of a Member State shall be settled solely by reference to the laws of the M~mber State concerned.
Naturallsatlon Is nevertheless potentially an Important legal In-
strument to facl Iitate the Integration of resident Immigrants and
subseQuent generations born In the country. The benefits of
naturallsat Ion for legal iy resident Immigrants Include permanent
residence, freedom of IIIOvement In the COmmunity and the enJoyment
Of fu.11 civic and political rights. It can also be an Important
factor In mot Ivat Ing the liMllgrant to learn the language and use
and contribute to national and social Institutions.
WGI 930 , page 28
SEC(91)1855 fl' nal, paragraph 59- 36 -
111. Creating the right economic and soclo-cultural conditions
for successful Integration
134. Employment of, Immigrants and ethnic minorities continues to be
hampered by IneQualities In the labour market which result from
the absenqe of Qualifications, the vulnerability of the Industries
In which Immigrants have trai:lltlonally been employed , Inadequate
schooling or poor knowledge of the language of the Member state In
which they reside, the Ilml~ed emplo,yment and career perspe.ctlves
open to Immigrants and discrimination (generally disguised) at the
recruitment stage. Community instruments and policy to combat
unemployment and exclusion should pay particular attention to the
position of Immigrants. Measures taken under the Social Fund
should take account of their special needs.
135. Other elements relevant for successful Integration are housing and
health. Difficult housing conditions and access to health services
are not I Imited to immigrants, however. These questions are there-
fore addressed In the Community programme against exclusion.
136. Immigrants face the same labour market pressures as nationals of
Member States but can also suffer disadvantages 'specific to them.
The problems encountered by immigrants on the labour market also
vary with age and sex. Whi Ie special measures and training oppor
tunltles are offered to the 15-25 year Old age group, these should
be capable of taking account of the special needs of Immigrants
and members of ethn I C commun I ties. L I kew I se, persons I n the 23-30
year age group can be part icular Iy vulnerable: often they have ar-
rived to Join their faml lies and started school at a late stage.
In those cases their qualifications may be Inadequate and they may
not speak the language very well. This age group, together with
the first-generation unemployed , have little likel ihood of finding
a suitable job and require special measures. Immigrant women and
young, glrls can encounter even more serious barriers In regard to
training, employment and finally promotion. Those problems re-
f lect only part of the picture. The major I ty of Immigrants are of
course. well Integrated In the labour market and continue to make
an Important contr Ibut Ion to nat iona I economies as workers and
professionals and through the creation of small and medium-sized
en.terpr I ses.
137. Article 2(3) of the Agreement on Social POlicy, which provides for
Community legislation in the area of employment conditions of
third-country nationals who are legally resident In the territory
of the Community, creates a new basis for proposals by the Commis-
sion In this area. (14)
138. The Dlrectlve(15) on the education of migrant workers ' children
represents a basic point of reference although Its application 
limited to children of nationals of the Member States who move
(14) See the Communication concerning the appl Ication of the Agreement
on social poliCY presented by the Comm!sslon to the Councl I and to
the European Pari lament - COM(93)600 f.lnal of 14 December 1993).
(15) Directive of 25 July 1977 , O. J. no. L199 of 06.08. 1977- 37 -
within the Community. Ina Declaration In the Minutes of the Coun-
cil, however, Member states expressed the political will that the
measures taken by them shou I d equa II y respond to the needs of
children from third countries.
139. In addition, since 1976, the Commission has, in cooperation with
Member States, promoted pi.lot projects on the education Of migrant
children, Including children from third countries. These gave pri-
ority to improving school provision for the teaching and learning
of the host country, as well as on the training of teachers re-
sponsible for such teaching, as the key prereQuisites for success-
ful educat Ion integration of young Immigrants, Including those of
the second generat Ion, many Of whom cont I nue to have spec I fie I an-
guage needs. Add I t I ona I emphas is was given to mother tongue edu-
cation for immigrants, to support their self-esteem and cognitive
development, and as a contribution to Member States ' effort to di-
versify their language education provision. It Is expected that
such cooperat ion wi II be extended further in the framework of the
neW action programme (SOCRATES). The Commission s proposal for a
programme on vocational training (LEONARDO), includes action to
support equal opportunities for access to initial and continuing
training for disadvantaged groups. This opens the way for such
measures to be targeted more specifically at young immigrants,
especially as the Commission s pol Icy Is to articulate, at both
pol icy and operational level , the implementation of the policy ob-
Jectives as set out In Articles 126 and 127 of the TEU. ELAINE,
see below, is also Involved In an urban educat Ion co-operat ion
project focussing on language learning in multicultural settings
which the EuroClty networ.k conducts with support from the Commis-
sion.
11.1. I nformat ion and d I a logue
140. The spread of Information through expert networks contr Ibutes
greatlY to the know-how of persons Involved In Integration. The
Commission supports two such networks, one of which RIMET (Reseau
information sur les Migrations Des Etats Tiers) publishes a
yearly report on the situation In the Member States. The report
covering 1992 describes attitudes towards control, labour market
reQul rements and the challenge of Integrat lon(16) . The other,
ELAINE (European Local Authorities Interactive Network for Ethnic
Minorities Policies), promotes .an interactive exchange of experi-
ence between local. author I ty off I cers dea II ng wi th Imm Igrants at
the local level. Use of these networks wi II be expanded.
141. A mechanism at the Union level which would enable agencies respon-
sible for coordinating Integratl. pQlicy at the national level
and others responsible within national administrations for pol icy
in these matters to. monitor developments and exchange information
and experiences would be valuable. Such a network could be
organlsed within the framework of the concertation procedure, in-
stituted by the Commission s decision of 8 June 1988(17)
(16) V/5819/93, June 1993
( 17) 88/384/CEE- 38 -
142, In Its Resolution of 16 July 1985 on guldel ines for a Community
POlicY on mlgratlon , the Council recognlted the desirability of
a dialogue at Community level with associations of migrant work-
ers. For this purpose the Migrants Forum has, been founded on a
European Parli,ment Inltl.atlve with Commission funding but po-
II t IcallY Independent. 
The Forum has defined the following objectives:
establishing dialogue and exchanging Information between the
European community Institutions and the populations resulting
from mlgrat Ion;
Improving Inter-ethnlc and Inter-community relations In the Eu-
ropean Commun I ty through I ts own I nit I at I ves;
promoting generally the Interests of migrants and refugees
originating In non-community countries (third countries);
achieving eQual rights, free movement Including the right to
work and the right of establishment, .and the right to vote, f.
Immigrants.
Suppor t groups have been or are be I ng founded I n each Member
state, with the objective of broadening the democratic base,
structures and representat Ion of the Forum. The Commission will
continue to support the Forum.
111. COmbating racial discrimination and tackling the problem
of r ac.1 sm and xenophob I a
143. As demonstrated by the adoption of a formal Declaration and a Plan
of Act Ion by the Heads of state and Government of the Counc I I of
Europe Member states (Vienna, October 1993), policies on non-
discrimination have become the more urgent with the recent surge
of racial and xenophobic tendencies. Manifestations of racism and
xeoophobla In sev.eral Member states which have included physical
attacks, arson and murder , demand and reQuire a response. Al-
though the responsibility for tackling this Issue lies with Member
States, the commission has sought to promote and facilitate debate
at Union level on this Issue. To that end It undertook a compre-
hens.lve assessment of the legal Instruments Implemented In the
various Member States to combat all forms of discrimination, rac-
Ism and xenophobia. The results of that survey were published un-
der the tit Ie "legal Instruments to combat Racism and Xenophob 121."
That study conc.luded that Member states need to look to the sys-
tems of legal redress for racist acts available to their rE,sl-
dents. to prov I de the means for legal redress when they are I ack-
lng, ensure they are Implemented with vlgour and campaign to In-
spire confidence, In victim and perpetrator alike, that transgres-
sions will be prosecuted. The Commission intends to arrange for
that study to be revised and updated In 1994.
J. C186, 26.07. 1985- 39 -
144. The Commission has also sought to fa.ci Iitate action at other lev-
els and supports financially many NGO projects under the headings
of "human rights" and "mlgtant Integration" whose focus Is either directly or Indirectly anti-discriminatory and pro-integration.
The Commission wili cont Inue to use the different Instruments
available to It to promote Initiatives of this kind.
145. National systems of MOnitoring racial harassment Incidents to pro-
vide reliable statistical Information on trends are needed. Con-
currently with the above, education of public serv~nts coming Into
contact with ethnic minorities should be Improved, specifically
teachers, pollee and staff of Immigration, housing, health and so-
cial security departments. The attention of those responsible for
providing Informat Ion should be drawn to the Importance of the
role they can play In eliminating racial prejudice. via codes .
good practice.
146. The Social Partners should also be Involved In this process and
could usefully be encouraged to draw up codes of practice on good
community relations In the workplace, such as a Community Code of
Practice prohibiting racial discrimination in employment for which
the framework of the Social Dialogue, Instituted by the Agreement
on Socl al Polley attached to the TEU could be used. The aim of
such a Code would be to combat racism In the workplace through
the preparation of Community- level guidelines prohibiting race
discrimination and offering guidance to the social partners on
good pract Ice. Preparatory work to th I send is a I ready under way,
In consultation with the Soclal Partners and In cooperation with
nat lona I experts and researchers.
147. ' The Issue of racism and xenophobia was the subject of a Joint Dec-
laration by Parliament, Counci I and the Commission In 1986. Since
then , the fight against racism and xenophobia has been Identified
as a prlor.lty objective by the European Council, and the European
Parliament has many times called for appropriate action. In order
to encourage young people to become aware of and recognize the In-
trinsic value of cultural diversity, the Commission s recent pro-
posal for an action programme In the field of youth (Youth for Eu-
rope III) provl des for support for proJects aimed at combatt Ing
racism and xenophobia and Is addressed to all young people living
In the Member States.
148. The Council .of Justice and Home Affairs recently !Adopted conclu-
sions recognizing the Importance of the work of the European Par-
II ament In th I S area and endors I ng a ser I es of' measures Intended
Il$ a first step to promote Improved cooPerat Ion between Member
States to prevent racist and Xenophobic acts': The Council also
recogn I zed t ha t fur t her concrete ~easures may be necessary.
149. The Commission believes that scope exists for 'Improving coopera-
tion at the Union level In the fight against racism and xenopho-
bia. The conclusions adopted by the Council recognize the need for
a comprehensive response Involving a multi-agency approach 'and a
number of different elements - Improved data collection, training
and cross-border co-operat Ion. Work will now be needed to further- 40 -
develop proposals In these and other ~reas as tools In counteract-
Ing racist attitudes, acts and discrimination so as to ensure that
all the possibi Iities offered by the new Treaty framework are
fully utilized.- 41 -
I V. StJ,UARY: A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR ACT ION BY THE UN I ON
150. Chapter III contains a number of proposals designed to develop a
European Immigration and Asylum pOlicY. Those proposals are In-
tended as Ideas to be discussed and elaborated. They are "pp.LJn-
tended to 'taY down a-CiiTfnTrrve- worf(""pTifi" -affh I s stage but offer
Trisliad a fraMework, which Member States and the Commission Itself
will want to consider, In drawing up the new action programme
which Is now required to take account of the possibilities offered
by European , Un Ion and enab I e I t to pur sue an act I ve and comprehen-
slve mlgratlon policy. This final chapter summarizes these ideas.
tAKING ACTION ON MIGRATION PRESSURE
Improvement of the collection of accurate Information on , for ex- 
ample:
migratory flows Into the Union;
the cauSeS under I y I ng these flows;
est Imated mlgrat Ion pressure and correspond Ing migratory floWs.
Conslderat Ion to the establishment of an ~obse.rvatory . for migra-
t Ion and the role I t could play In meet Ing  'the  Tfifbrtftaflon needs of
a comprehensive approach to the challenges of Immigration and asy- lum. 
Definition of actions to be taken in order to J.~roJ~L~.~"$.eJ; of
var lous types of migratory movements ' In accordance '. wl th the Eu-
ropean Council' s 1992 Declaration on Principles governing the Ex-
ternal Aspects of Migration Policy. Those actions could Involve:
human rights policies;
human I tar I an ass Istance;
secur i typo Ilcy; 
demographic policies;
trade, development, co-operatlon pol iciest
exchange programmes for ceria In target groups from countr les of
origin. and especially from neighbouring countries,
specified , where necessary, for individual countries or regions
of or Igln.
CONTROlU NG M I GRA T ION FLOWS
General admission Dollcles
Completion of the 1991 work programme, with part I cular emphasis on:
the elaboration of a Convention on f.amU
y'~_
~eu~lflcatlon.
the completion of work In the area of admission of workers,
self-employed, students and third country nationals Ie.gally
resident In the eommunl ty.- 42 -
5.. Approximation and where possible harmonisation of admission poli-
cies for humanitarian reasons, with special attention to the posi-
tion of certain vulnerable groups, such as women who are the vic-
tims of trafficking.
Refuaees and other Dersons In need of Internat iona I Drotectlon
I mp I ementa t Ion Of the P I an of Act i on approved by t he European Coun-
cil In .December 1993 ln regard to:
harmonlsed application of the definition of refugees In accor-
dance with Artlcle 1A of the Geneva ConvenUoJ'I;-
development of--ininlmum standards for fair and efficient asylum
procedures.
7. The elaboration of a Convention on manifestly unfounded asylum ap-
p I I ca t Ions and t he Imp I emen tat Ion or thetti-Lrjf'hosT  countrY-- p r I n-
clple.
Harmonlsatlon of policies concerning those who cannot be admit~~ as refugees, but whom .Member States would nevertheless not requl~j't
to return to their country of origin In view of the general pre-
a! ling situation In that country.
Harmon i sat Ion of the schemes for !.~_I!1p.or.ary protect ion.
10. Development of a monitoring system for absorption capac.ltles and
creation .of a mechanism which would make It posslble to support
Member States who are willing to assist C?ther, Member States faced
with mass Influx situations; similarly to support proJects of Mem-
ber States or third transit countries faced suddenly with new pres-
sures.
Illegal Immigration
11. Improving procedures for the exchange of Information on . Q.I;Ites and
carriers and the taking of appropriate follow-up measures of a pre-
vent I ve nature.
2. Adoption and Implementation of the revised draft Convention on the
Crossing of External Borders.
13. Development of Measures designed to Identify persons Illegally r~~~
"dent In the Community focussing In particular on combating 1118._
':".
gal amp loyment 
14. Definition of minimum standards for the treatment of those who have
been found to be In an Irregular situation.. (See also point 22)
15. Development of guidelines on repatriation policies concerning par-
ticularly vulnerable groups, such as unaccompanied minors.
16. Approximation of schemes for the voluntary repatriation of Illegal
IlI'IIIIlgrants and Intensification of cooperation between .Member States
In order to facilitate rep~trlatlon In appropriate cases and exten-
sion of this cooperation to relevant third countries.- 43 -
17. Conclusion of readmission agreements with relevant third countries
and making the necessary I inkage between these agreements and cor-
responding external agreements of the Community and examination of
the consequences of such readmission agreements for certain rele-
vant countries of origin or transit.
STRENGTHEN I NG I NTEGRATI ON POll C I ES FOR THE BENEF I T OF LEGAL M 1-
GRANTS
ImDrovlna the situation of third country nationals within the Com-
munltv
18. Harmonlsat Ion of legal status of third country nat lonals legally
resident ' In the Community with a view to ensuring a permanent res-
Idence entitleMent for Immigrants and members of their families who
satisfy stabl11ty criteria.
19. Steps to realize the objective of free movement for legally resi- dent third-country nationals.
20. Review, of Member States ' legislation In order to remove conditions
of nationality for the exercise of rights or granting of benefits
which are not justified for objective reasons.
21. Monitoring of Implementation by the Member states of the agreements
wi th th I rd countr les as regards eQua I treatment of workers of these
countries.
22. Ratification by the Member States of the International Convention
on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members
of Their Families, adopted by the U. N. on 18 December 1990.
Creatine the rlaht economic and socio-cultural conditions for suc-
cessfu I Intearat Ion
23. Actions to combat unemployment of third country nationals.
24. Actions In relation to employment conditions of third country na-
tionals who are legally resident In the territory of the Community.
25. Further development of special programmes for Immigrants In the
context of the new educat Ion act Ion programme (SOCRATES) and the
vocat lonal training programmme (LEONARDO).
Information and Dlalog~
26. Expansion of the RIMET and ELAINE networks.
27. Extension of the concortatlon procedure provided for In Commission
Decision 88/384 to ensure Involvement of all bodies responsible for
Integration polley within national administrations.
28. Cont Inulng support for the Migrants Forum.44 -
Combatlna racial discrimination and tackl Ino the Droblem of racism and
xenoDhob la
29) Revision and uP,datlng of the Report "Legal Instruments to combat
Rae I sm and Xenophob I a
" .
30) Estab II shment of systems for men i tor i ng I nc I dents of r ac I a I ha-
rassment.
31) A Community Code of Practice prohibiting racial discrimination 
employment..
32) Development of proposals In the field of education, Information
and I eg I sl at Ion to promote Improved cooperat Ion between Member
States to prevent racism and xenophobia.ANNEX I: DESCRIPTION OF MAIN MIGRATORY FLOWS
General immigration and emigration filWres
The fo11owing tables describe general immigration and emigration patterns for the
Member States from 1989 until 1992. Although the Communication does not deal with
migration of  EC  citizens the tables are illustrative as they show that these movements
are more important in quantative tenDS than migratory movements of third country
nationals. Unfortunately, the statistics are not available for all Member States
throughout the relevant period. This affects especially the numbers mentioned as
total", as these represent merely aggregate figures for a number of Member States
and do not represent the aggregate number for immigration or emigration to or from
the Union as a whole. The total immigration figure for 1992, for example, is estimated
by EUROSTAT at about 2 mln, persons, whereas the table indicates a much lower
figure due to lack of full data from all Member States. In addition, the following
should be taken into account when reading these tables:
The 1992 figures for Gennany relate only to the first half of that year;
Immigration data for France do not include French nationals returning to
France;
Emigration data for Spain refer only to nationals;
Figures for Ireland, Portugal and the UK are ora provisional nature only and
are rounded. Immigration dataforPortt.igal do not include Portuguese nationals
returning to Portugal.
&;\Table IA: Total immigration in the Member States
Member State 1989 1990 1991 1992
Belgium 54,149 682 67.460 66.763
DeDlIlaIk 38,391 715 43.567 337
Germany 1522 190 1256 250 1182 027 666 585
Greece 644 021 346 132
Spain 910 988 24.320 38.882
France 94,855 102,108 110 867
Ireland 300 40,800
Italy 81,201 168.754 128.935
Luxembourg 143 281 10.913 10.698
Netherlands 916 II 7,350  120 237 116 928
Portugal 13.700
United Kingdom 249 752 288,787 288.522 2J5.9O0
total" 128.285 150 973 035.226 1.317 784
source: ... '14"
Table IB: Immigr;ition of non-EC nationals in the Member States
Member Stale 1989 1990 1991 1992
Belgium 071 25.837 29.294 27.971
DeDlIlaIk 15.977 283 18.457 17.708
Germany 649 213 328.800 792,737
Greece 081 19.760 10.374 11.235
Spain 880 381 273 12.735
France 339 92.789 88.470
Ireland 200 600
Italy 571 89.020 977
Luxembourg 585 938 321 887
Netherlands 50,318 301 84,285
Portugal 200
United Kingdom 115 917 128.404 116.938 95.000
total" 906,602 789 053 1.243.636 274.798
~ource: F! l~no..;TATTable IC: Total emigration from the Member States
Member State 1989 1990 1991 1992
Belgium 458 32,502 33.752 707
Denmark 949 32,383 32.629 915
Germany 544 987 610 595 582 240 321 472
Greece
Spain 12,044 149
Frai1ce
IreISnd
Italy
Lu:"embourg 288 339 740 441
Netherlands 485 321 45.297
Portugal
25.700
United Kingdom 142 081 163 884 168,515 149.700
total" 811,237 905 058 880.313 570.927 ource: I.
,. 
1111"'"
Table ID: Emigration of non-EC nationals from EC Member Stat~s
Member State 1989 1990 1991 1992
Belgium 342 949 014 328
Denmark 773 369 639 330
Germany 348.371 380 930 400 897
Greece
Spain
F ranee
Ireland
Italy 340 4,172 913
Luxembourg 172 1,215 221 1.195
Netherlands 12,242 023 12JSO
Portugal
900
United Kingdom 447 131 425 300
total" 443 676 482 779 506.250 98.045 Source: TAT
~'1Intra-European migration
In the case of intra-European migratory movements of non-EC citizens, two major
developments can be noted, First, the States of Central Europe have become important
transit countries, Second, ethnic conflicts and the vulnerable position of minority
groups have produced large-scale migratory movements from certain Eastern European
countries. While the civil war in former Yugoslavia produced millions of displaced
persons, minority groups, such as the gypsies in Romania, have also migrated in large
numbers.
The expected large scale movements of citizens from the former Soviet Union to
Western Europe has not happened, There has been migration by ethnic minorities
(ethnic Germans, ethnic Greeks, ethnic Jews, Armenians, Poles, Bulgarians
Hungarians) who were the first to make use of the new emigration .opportunities
provided by the political changes of 1989 and 1990. They migrated to the USA,
Canada and Israel as well as to Member States, There were, however, only 12 000
asylum requests lodged in Member States in 1992 by citizens of the' former Soviet
Union, of wlUch Germany bore the brunt, receiving 84% of them,
There .has been a marked increase in short-term movements from the former Soviet
Union ostensibly for tourist purposes. These visits, for example to Poland (wlUch
received 7 million tourists from the former Soviet Union in 1991) arC?, in fact, mainly
commercial, involving trade in commodities like vodka. They pose' problems when
the "tourists" overstay, in the hope of finding work.
However, the main migratory movements with respect to the former Soviet Union will
be internal, Statistics from the Rand Corporation indicate that there will be a great
number of Russiarts returning from other republics of the former Soviet Union, FOr
example, 81% of Russians living in Tadjikistanintend to return. The desire to move
may stem from ethnic tensions (discrimination against Russians) or economic factors
(severe agrarian overpopulation in e,g. Central Asia, Caucasus, Moldova). Since over
27 million Russians live outside Russia, this is an enormous potential migration factor.
Russia has also had to cope with the return of its .servicemenstationed in Eastern
Europe.
With regard to Central and Eastern Europe, excluding former Yugoslavia, table 2
provides the figures for the number of asylum seekers in Member States originating
from these countries. With the exception of Polish citizens, the number of citizens of
each of these countries who applied for asylum in the Member States has practically
doubled, About 60-80% of these asylum" requests have been lodged in Germany, but
the number of applications there has dropped considerably after the recent changes of
the German asylum laws. It isstiU too soon to predict whether this will be a long-
term development or whether there will be a redirection of these asylum requests to
other Member States. For the time being, however, it seems risky to extrapolate the
figures of 1991 and 1992 to 1994 and beyond.Table 2: num~er of asylum-seekers from Central ~d Eastern Europe (exc1udingformer
Yugo~lavia) in the Member States
Country of origin 1991 1992
Bulgaria 094 203
Czechoslovakia 873 109
Hungary 646 163
Pol~d 899 979
RGmania 872 111 346
Total 375 156 792
Source: Member States
The states of Central and Eastern Europe have also recently become important transit
countries. Reliable figures are hard to obtain, but it is estimated that important
migratory flows are involved, It is clear, for example, that Somalians and Chinese use
these countries for transit. Poland has faced important migratory movements from
Romania, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and Vietnam. In 1992 Hungary and Poland faced
a sharply increased number of attempted illegal ,border crossings.
The situation in former Yugoslavia has produced the most dramatic intra-European
migratory movement. According to UNHCR, by March 1993 the number of displaced
persons and other victims in need of protection had increased to 3.8miIlion. It clearly
shows that within Europe, violent ethnic conflicts can quickly generate massive
migratory movements. Figures provided by UNHCR show that a relatively small
numbe. of countries have received the largest share of displaced persons from the
former Yugoslavia . The following table shows the figures relating to the number of
persons offered special protection as they are considered to belong to vulnerable
groups. These figures only represent a small proportion of .the total number of former
Yugoslavs legally residing in the Community, as the number of asylum seekers and
of persons who have been granted temporary protection (over 400.000 in the Union alone) should be added. 
1 "Survey of Implementation of Temporary Protection , issued as a working document
during the session of the Humanitarian Issues Working Group of the International
Conference on the Former Yugoslavia, Geneva, July 1993.
L1 Tables 3A and 3B: Number of places offered to vulnerable groups from former Yugoslavs
by the end of April 1993IEU and other receiving countries (figures
marked with + do not include family members)
COUNTRY NUMBER
PERSONS
Belgium 200
Denmark 200
France 320
Gennany QOO
Greece 150
Ireland 340
Italy 400
Luxembourg
Netherlands 200+
Spain 000
United Kingdom 000+
COUNTRY NUMBER
PERSONS
Australia 250
Austria 200+
Canada 500
Czech Republic 500
Finland 72+
Malaysia 100
New Zealand 50+
Sweden 150+
Switzerland (incl. refugees 635
and temporary protected
status)
Turkey 270
USA 000At present, displaced persons from former Yugoslavia have found refuge in a large
number of countries, Although most of them stay in a European country, countries
like the USA, Australia, Canada, Pakistan and Malaysia have also offered hospitality
to differing numbers of them, Although sometimes, as in the case of Pakistan, the government concerned has indicated that it reckons with an eventual return of the former Yugoslavs to their region of origin, there seems to be no risk of these people
having to return before the situation in former Yugoslavia has improved. In some 
the neighbouring countries the outlook may be different. It is not clear, for instance, what the position will be for the almost 300 000 Muslims from Bosnia-
Herzegovina, at present sheltering in Croatia, given that Croatians and Muslims have engaged in
direct fighting against each other in Bosnia-Herzegovina. It cannot be assumed that even .in the event of a breakthrough in the peace process there will be 
an immediate dignified and orderly return of the displaced former Yugoslavs: first of all, the necessary facilities will not be available in those areas that were directly affected by
the conflict, Secondly, some of the former Yugoslavs may already have stayed for
such a long time in the host country that they have become integrated and would not
wish to return to tr.eir country of origin. It will depend on the policies of the host
countries whether such a continued stay will be permitted, It may therefore be concluded that with the Yugoslav crisis, Europe has experienced massive migratory
movements, eventually leading to a diaspora of a large part of the population of
former Yugoslavia,
Migratory flows from Northern Mrica and Turkey
10, Migratory mOVements from Northern Mrica into the Community are of a quite
different character from the intra-European movements, Whereas the migratory
movements from Central and Eastern Europe are, with a few exceptions, a relatively
recent phenomenon, immigration from Northern Mrica has long-established roots,
Some of these relate to the colonial past of Member States, Reference can be made
to the immigration into France from, for example, Algeria, But most of the regular
migratory movements go back to the recruitment programmes a number of European
Member States adopted between 1960 and 1973. As a consequence of the realization
that the "guest workers" would actually become real immigrants and were not just
temporary visitors, they came to benefit from the right of family reunification which
resulted in continuing follow-up migratory effects.
11. The number of persons legally resident in the Member States in 1992 are included in
table 8. These figures have to be interpreted with some caution, In particular, due regard should be given to the effect of nationality lam: if the jus soli applies, as is for example, the case in France, children of first-generation migrants automatically
obtain the nationality of the host country and are no longer counted as third country
national. The figures in table 8 cannot therefore be used as indicators for the actual
population originating from the countries concerned. Nevertheless, compared to 1980
most Member States have shown an increase of the resident population from the
MAGHREB countries and Turkey. This increase can almost entirely be attributed to
admission for family reunion, This form of migration would normally be expected todiminish in the future, since family reunion for the first generation has already been
completed. The decrease to be expected could be smaller, however, if second and third
generations also marry people from their country of origin.
12. Although regular migration from Northern Mrica and Turkey may be expected to
decline in the years to come, there is reason to believe that irregular migration from
these countries may still increase, The push and pull factor involved are too
significant to assume that migration pressures will not increase considerably in the
future. In order to give a follow-up on the 1991 Communication on Immigration in
this respect, the Commission had two local institutes investigate the nature of existing
migratory movements from Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey, as well as their
causes and effects upon the respective national economies. On the basis of these
studies a stocktaking seminar was organised on 2 April 1993, which also provided the
basis for ,further possible studies on the subject. In addition, mention should be made
of the seminar organised by 10M on the same subject, on 19-22 April 1993 which
provided important additional information.
13. The studies mentioned in the preceding paragraph confirmed that since the mid-1970'
family reunion has been the main source of regular migration from the countries under
examination. Since the mid-1980's irregular migration has been quantitatively more
important than regular migration and has affected southern European countries like
Spain and Italy in particular. Another important finding was that the majority of those
emigrating were relatively highly qualified people leaving their jobs behind; the
number of unemployed emigrating was much smaller. As for the push and pull
factors involved, it was concluded that the availability of (clandestine) jobs in the
Community was the more important pull factor, whereas the demographic situation in
the countries of origin and its economic effects was considered to be the important
push factor.
14. According to estimations from ILO and UNFP A, the population in the MAGHREB-
countries would almost double between 1990 and 2025. In Turkey population would
increa'Se over the same period by about 70%. Demographic developments would also
have a severe affect on the age structure of the population. These countries share the
following features: a young population, large labour forces and high unemployment.
However, they each have different push factors: Moroccos include a rural exodus and'
strong disparities between .the regions; while in Turkey, ethnic tensions play an
important part. Moreover, the migratory movements which result from these factors
are not all directed at the same countries. For example, 97% of Algerians who
emigrate go to France, while 59% of Tunisian migratory movements are directed
towards Libya.
15. The fact that the previous paragraphs .concentrated on four countries in particular
should not be seen as implying that the situation in other North Mrican countries
would be any better. Egypt, for example, has to cope with .similar demographic
imbalances to Turkey, and had an unemployment rate in 1991 of 14% or 2 million,
On top of that, Egypt has had to absorb the return of half a million Egyptians who had
been working in Iraq and Kuwait, but had to give up their jobs during the Gulf War.16, Summarizing these findings, it can be concluded that demographic imbalances exist
in all countries mentioned above, So far, these imbalances have led to regular and
clandestine migration on the basis of economic push and pull factors, It is to be
expected, however, that if these demographic imbalances persist - and it should be
noted that demographic developments can only be influenced in the longer term, Push
factors are likely to increase. They can equally lead to social and economic unrest
with political consequences for the countries concerned, That can, in turn, have
implications for migration pressures by way of asylum applications, etc, To some
extent, this development has already started: the number of asylum applications by
Algerian nationals arriving into the Member States has risen from 1 730 in 1991 to
8;158 in 1992,
Migratory flows from other parts of the world
17. Migratory flows from other countries can be divided into two categories: firstly, flows
related to traditional, colonial ties with certain parts of the world and secondly,
asylum-related flows, Only recently has clandestine migration from non-neighbouring
countries gained any significance, but so far it is still of an incidental character, since
generally the long distances involved make it difficult to succeed in reaching Member
States in an irregular way.
18, Member States have traditionally experienced migration from a wide range of
countries as an almost logical consequence of past colonial ties, In almost all of these
cases, the admission policies applicable to citizens of the former colonies have become
more restrictive, so that regular migration patterns have gradually become less
important. On the other hand, there may still be certain provisions in aliens or
nationality laws that grant preferential treatment to these citizens. Furthermore, there
are continued possibilities for temporary stay, for example, for students, where these
categories may be major be~eficiaries, just because tradition would make these
Member States the more logical country to stay.
19. For the UK, the major groups of immigrants that would come under this category
originate from India, Pakistan, the West Indies and certain African countries. For the
Netherlands, they would originate from Indonesia .and Surinam. Belgium and France
have seen migration from their former colonies in West and Central Africa, For
Spain. these groups stem mainly from Latin America and sometimes from the
Philippines, and for Portugal, the main groups come from Brasil, Angola, Cape Verde
and Mozambique.
20. It is hard to predict how migratory pressures from these countries will develop in
future. ' First of all, some Member States have only recently restricted their admission
policies, either because their fonner colonies have become independent only recently,
or because for political reasons Governments did not wish to curtail immigration from
these countries. Secondly, in some instances, overseas territories still formally belong
to a Member State, such as the French departments d'outre mer and the Dutch
Antilles; often the introduction of restrictive admission policies to those born or living
in these territories, as long as they are nationals of the Member State, is inconceivable.
r, 21. For the rest, it will depend on the actual push and pull factors involved whether
irregular migration from former colonies will become a significant factor in future,
The colonial hentage may already provide a number of elements which facilitate
migratory movements or act as pull factors: familiarity with the language, direct
transport links and the presence of fellow nationals in the Member State concerned
who can provide a continuous flow of information about immigration and employment
opportunities and who can provide practical assistance on arrival. As for the push
factors, demographic and socio-economic factors are of great importance, together
with the general political climate. A striking example in this respect is India, where
according to UNFP A, demographic developments are disquieting; in addition
economic development seems to be stagnating and ethnic/religious tensions are
building up. All of this may create a climate, in which migration seems to be a way
of escaping the domestic situation. But even if push and pull factors are such that
migration pressures are expected to increase, large-scale migratory movements will not
develop until there are practical ways of bridging the great distance between the
country of origin and Member States. So it is relevant whether intermediaries offer the
necessary arrangements. This can be illustrated by recent movements of Chinese
citizens: at large cost for the migrants involved, intermediaries ,have taken care of the
necessary transportation as well as documentation, and irregular migration from China
into the Union as well as into the USA has followed these planned for patterns.
22, The other phenomenon which brings about long-distance migratory movements is the
flow of asylum-seekers and refugees. Table 3 gives an idea about the nationalities
involved in the recent past. It is extremely difficult to make any reliable predictions
on the basis of these figures. First, the figures themselves are difficult to compare, as
Member States have not yet harmonised their statistical methods in this respect and
therefore the underlying assumptions differ. Second, no migratory flows are as
unpredictable as those relating to asylum applications, In 1992 compared to 1991
there has generally been a certain decrease in the number of asylum requests from the
countries listed; if general asylum figures have risen in a number of Member States
this ~an normally be attributed to the number of asylum requests put forward by
former Yugoslavs (see para 9), but not to a sudden rise of other categories. What
caused such a slowing down of the number of asylum requests lodged by citizens of
non-neighbouring countries, has not been examined on any systematic basis. In some
cases, the human rights situation in the country of origin may have improved; but this
could hardly explain why there would be an almost general trend downward.
According to major migration theories, employment prospects in the host countries
constitute the dominant pull factor, so the recession Europe has been experiencing
since the second half of 1992 may offer some explanation, But, then again, 1993
shows both the continuati'on and intensification of recessionist tendencies and yet at
the same time, a number of Member States faced sudden and substantial increases in
the number of asylum requests.Table 4:
, COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 1991 1992
Afghanistan 740 362
Angola 322 056
Ethiopia 626 194
Ghana 739 989
India 380 725
Iran 031 036
Iraq 816 032
Nigeria 284 426
Pakistan 919 330
Somalia
896 449
Sri Lanka 205 957
Zaire
123 431
Source: Member States
23. The 1993 figures concerning the number of asylum requests put forward in the
Member States actually show a rich variety of tendencies. In some Member States
, the number has further decreased, but in other Member States the number is more than
three times the comparable number in 1992, Table 5 lists the number of asylum applications in each Member State in 1991, 1992 and 1993 respectively. Lower figures
in one Member State as against higher figures in another indicate that there is not a
universal pattern. The significant drop in Germany, however
, affects the overall picture and provides for a certain downward trend after 1992 for the Union as a whole,
c:i)Table 5: Number of asylum-s~ekers in each Member State
I MEMBER ST A  1991 1992 1993
BELGIUM 354 647 0.39
GERMANY 256 112 438 191 322,599
DENMARK 60.9 884 121
SPAIN 138 70.8 778
FRANCE 380. 0.0.0.
GREECE 944 0.0.0. 827
IRELAND 250.
IT ALY 28,0.0.0. 50.0. 0.75
LUXEMBOURG 238 0.0.0. 381
NETHERLANDS 615 20. 346 399
PORTUGAL 163 20.0. 0.91
UNITED 70.0. 0.0.0. 350.
KINGDOM
TOTAL" 447 275 571 718 420. 712
Source: 1991 and 1992 - NIDI-report "Asylum-seekers and Refugees - Statistics and
Backgrounds in the Twelve EC-countries;
1993 - Member States
Figures for 1991 and 1992 exclude dependent children in case of Belgium, France
Italy and Portugal. Similarly, figures for Denmark exclude applications outside
Denmark and rejected applications at the border. Figures for Portugal exclude
manifestly unfounded asylum applications.
24. Finally, tables 6A and 6Bshow the Member States' share in receiving asylum-seekers
coming from the main non-neighbouring countries of origin. Tables 7 A, 7B and 7C
provide the absolute numbers concerning the major groups of asylum-seekers. These
tables demonstrate that in absolute terms there is no equal distribution among Member
States and that this distribution varies considerably with each nationality examined,
Traditional relationships between a Member State and a country of origin seem to play
a certain role in directing the flows, but their effect is not crucial: one can see, for
example, a higher than average proportion of asylum-seekers in the UK. coming from
India and Pakistan, but Germany is still the more popular country with these asylum-
seekers. In general, Germany is the most popular host country for two reasons: firstly
its relatively liberal asylum policy (though the tightening of the national legislation has
caused a drop in the number of asyium-seekers); and secondly its economic prosperity,Tables 6A and 6B: Percen~ge of asylum-seekers from certain countries of origin in each
Member State for 1992
Member Mghan- Angola Ethiopia Ghana India Iran State istan
12. 1.90
86, 94, 49. 70, 66.45 63,
8.41 6.47 0.45 4.46
1.42
0.16 0.13
IRL
11.
LUX
1.80 1.40 1.08 21.
21.43 16. 16,
total 100. 99. 100. 99. 100. 100.
c; '1Member Iraq Nigeria Pakistan Somalia Sri Lanka Zaire
State
1.66 1.02 1.31 24.
22. 91.77 62. 26. 48. 53.
23. 0.46 13. 0.32
1.70
1.44 0.39 0.38 17.
21.10
IR.L
0.46
LUX 0.12
11.83 1.30 40. 9.44
1.78
10. 20.41 15, 19.
total 100. 100. 99. 100. 100. 99.
Source: Member StatesTables 7A. 7B and 7C: Asylum applications from maior countries of origin
ALBANIA BULGARIA INDIA
1991 1992 1991 1992 1991 1992
BELGIUM 203 407 503 291 093
GERMANY 227 957 056 540 523 798
DENMARK
SPAIN 522 426
FRANCE 247 569 128 238
GREECE 494
IRELAND
!TAL Y 723 161 629 297
LUXEM-
BOURG
NETHER-- 215 138 440 197 318
LANDS
PORTUGAL
UNITED 370 180 045 450 KINGDOM
26,158 394 030 12.371 10.717
Source: Member StatesIRAN NIGERIA PAKISTAN
1991 1992 1991 1992 1991 1992
BELGIUM 165 115 743 570 913 715
GERMANY 643 834 355 486 364 215
DENMARK 463 269
SPAIN 287
FRANCE 305 211 1892 441
GREECE 115 185
IRELAND
ITALY
LUXEM-
BOURG
NElHER - 726 1,298 640 233 218 108
LANDS
PORTUGAL
UNITED 535 405 3,195 700
KINGDOM
022 028 12,272 13.418 910 10.322
Source: Member StatesRomania Sri Lanka ZaIre
1991 1992 1991 1992 1991 1992
BELGIUM 418 463 144 1.960 749
GERMANY 504 103 787 628 303 134 305
DENMARK 135 340 454
SPAIN 718 868 164 264
FRANCE 486 710 400 903 4.402 443
GREECE
IRELAND
ITALY 164 942 138
LUXEM-
BOURG
NElHER - 662 960 821 034 297 477 LANDS
PORTIJGAL 160 221
UNI1ED 552 305 750 085 010 880 KINGDOM
763 1I3 312 202 12.949 18.114 17.423
Source: Member States
25. To sum up, apart from traditional colonial ties, other factors affecting migratory flows
are: the presence of compatriots in a Member State, the general reputation of a country
as being prosperous or as having a relatively liberal asylum and/or immigration policy,
the availability of intennediaries to take care of transport and documents. The latter
factor might explain certain flows that may seem arbitrary at first sight: intennediaries
generally offer their services for a particular route that may involve only one or very
few Member States.Table SA:
Third country nationals legally residing in the Member States
26. Apart from the figures on migratory movements, as discussed in the previous
paragraphs, figures 0!1 the number of third country nationals resident in the Member
States deserve separate attention. The number of third country nationals legally
residing in a Member State may also tell something about the capacity of that country
for further immigration, These figures are also highly important for a proper
definition of integration policies, 
27. Tables 8 and 9 provide the necessary figures. Tables 8A, 8B and BC list absolute
numbers of the major third country populations. It shows those nationalities
representing a total population within the Community of more than 100.000 persons
on I January 1992. Table 8D contains total figures relating to third country nationals
legally resident in theCornmunity on 1 January 1991 divided up by continent. It
should be noted that the figures for France in these tables refer to the 
1990  census
data.
Pppulation by citizenship on 1 JiJDuary 1992/Citizens or.Eur~'pean Countries
AUSTRIA POLAND ROMANIA TURKEY YUGO-
SLA VIA"
BELGIUM 073 821 88365 459
DENMARK 588 868 920 018 10.719
GERMANY 188 885 271 198 135 1.779 586 775.082
GREECE 149 393 620 303 052
SPAIN 458 122 179* 584*
FRANCE 280 127 114 197 712 453
IRELAND 300* 100*
ITALY 878 073 155 767 20.735
LUXEMBOURG 420 218 IlO
NETHERLANDS' 896 636 954 214 830 148
PORTIJGAL 274* 107* 35* 80*
UNITED KINGDOM 800 400 400' 000
2 H OCH 385 845 U,o!105 347,234 896 422
Source: EUROSTAT (Figures marked with an asterisk relate to 1 January 1991)Table 8B: Population by citizenship on 1 January 1992/Citizens pf Mrican countries
ALGERIA MOROCCO TUNISIA
BELGIUM 971 145 800 385
DENMARK 347 170 342
GERMANY 073 145 205
GREECE 269 387 408
SPAIN 263 513 355*
FRANCE 614 207 572 652 206 336
IRELAND
IT ALY 592 695 374
LUXEMBOURG
NE THE RL AND S 809 163 697 576
PORTUGAL 33* 11 * 17*
UNITED 000* 500 600
KINGDOM
642 564, 101 630. 275 598,
Source: EUROSTAT (Figures marked with an asterisk relate to 1 January 1991)
(- ~
(I Table 8C: Population by citizenship on I January 1992/Citizens of America and Asia
USA INDIA
BELGIUM 697 024
DENMARK 358 932
GERMANY 712 32,769
GREECE 699 121
SPAIN 184 352
FRANCE 236 579
IRELAND 274
ITALY 610 625
LUXEMBOURG 385
NE THE RL AND S 093 293
POR ruGAL 210 600*
UNITED 117 300 151 500
KINGDOM
339 758 210 795
Source: EUROSTAT (Figures marked with an asterisk relate to 1 January 1991)Table 8D: PoJlul ati on by citizenship on
EuroJlel Mrica! America! Asia
Jan 19911total g~re
EUROPE AFRICA AMERICA ASIA
(non-ED)
BELGIUM 107 227 181,284 348 205
DENMARK 271 063 920 247
GERMANY 016 091 197 974 144 633 513 420
GREECE 213 117 647 130
SPAIN 336 875 438 130
FRANCE 349 594 633 142 758 226 956
IRELAND 800 600
ITALY 118,024 238 565 128 362 140 279
LUXEMBOURG 132 724 836 612
NETHERLANDS 234 210 186 225 153 956
PORTUGAL 646 255 369 154
UNITED 149 000 148 000 221 000 453 000 KINGDOM
128 544 698 224 799 064 525 089
Source: EUROSTAT
28, Table 9 shows the percentage of third country nationals legally resident in the Member
States. It reflects an increase in certain countries (especially Gennany), but also shows a drop in others (France, Greece) between 1986 and 1992. This is notto say there' has been a net emigration from France and Greece: part of the decrease should
also be attributed to the fact that third country nationals have obtained French or
Greek nationality. Furthermore, the figures do not incIud...e any numbers for third country nationals residing illegally in the. Member States. Although such figures
would also be of interest 
to  the development of integration .
policies - especially since the presence of illegal migrants may affect negatively the position of legally resident
third country nationals - there are hardly any reliable figures available.Table 9: Total population and third countty nationals legally resident in Member States
(*1.000)
MEMBER 1986 1992
STATE
TOTAL NON- TOTAL NON-
POP. NAT, POP, NAT.
BELGIUM 858. 308, 3.13 022. 367.
DENMARK 116. 91.1 1.78 162. 141.1
FRANCE 173. 285. 4.30 56.163. 357,
GERMANY 61,020.5 022.3 484. 4.395.
GREECE 949.1 185.3 1.86 10,120. 174, 1.73
IRELAND 541.3 17. 0.51 524.
ITALY 202.4 757. 425.
LUXEM- 367, 389. 13.9 3.56
BOURG
NE1lIER - 529. 391.0 129. 557.
LANDS
PORTUGAL 185, 59. 0.58 846. 83.
SPAIN 542.1 121.9 0.32 055. 202. 0.52
UNITED 913. 052.1 1.88 960.3 1 207. 2.1?
KINGDOM
Source: EUROST AT
29, Despite these deficiencies, table 9 indicates that there are wide discrepancies betWeen
Member States as for the percentage of third country nationals who are legally
resident. Whereas Germany has a percentage of 6. , third country nationals in Italy
account for 0.75% of its total population. In order to develop to develop efficient
integration policies, other data would have to be added. It is, for example, highly
important whether third country nationals are evenly spread throughout the country or
tend to concentrate in certain cities or regions. Integration policies will also have to
take into account social data, such as the level of unemployment and the level of
educational development. In fact, immigrant populations often group together in big
cities, so that for example ethnic minorities form 25.7% of the population of Inner
Lond~n, although according to table 8,. third country nationals make up only 2.12%
of the UK population. On these more specific data, the 1992 RlMET -report contains
useful infonnation
Commission of the European Communities - DG Employment, Industrial Relatjons
and Social Affairs. General Report by the Information NetWork from Non-Member
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ANNEX II: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 1991 WORK PROGRAl&tE ON ASYLUM AND IM- MIGRATION POliCIES
Since the submission  of  the 1991 CoInmunlcatlons, Ministers respon- sible for IlIIIIlgratlon Intensified their work on the harmonlsatlon
of  IlIIIIlgratlon and asylum policies. One  of  their first ach.levements on this was the submission to and subsequent adoption by the Euro-
Pean Council In Maastricht , In 1991 of  a work progranvne for the
harmonlsat Ion  of  Immlgrat Ion and asylum policies to be carr led out
before the end  of  1$93. IlIIIIlgrat Ion Ministers also agreed In 1991 on an even more detalle.d wOrk programme for the 
harmonlSat Ion 
asylum policies. This work programme laid down In great detail the
quest Ions to be tack led.
The following paragraphs provide a survey 
of  what has been accom-
plished since the adoption  of  the work prograllllle.
1. Asy I um DO II c I 
The state'  of  play on the various elements 
programme on asylum polley Is as follows: the 1991 work
Dublin Convent Ion
DreDaratory measures relatlna to the aDDllcatlon and ImDlementatlon
of  the Dublin Convention . Agreement has been reached on most  th'ese measures concerning, Inter alia, means  of  proof liaison officers and a graphical representation  of  tt1e criteria  of  the Convent Ion.  remaining point Is the possible seU ing up  of  system for the comparison  of  fingerprints to combat asylum applications under false or multiple Identities ( EURODAC) . The feas I bill ty study for such a system has  yet  to be undertaken.
harmonlsatlon Of substantive asylum law
the formulation  of  unambjauous conditions for determinina which aD-
Dllcatlons for asvlum are clearlv unjustified . In November 1992 Im-
mlgrat Ion Ministers adopted a resolution on  manl fest Iv unfounded asYlum aDDllcatlon~ . The resolution provides the conditions asked
for by the work programme, but It does not reQuire the Introduction
of  specific accelerated procedures 
for this kind  of  application. However , the resolution does call for .a speedy examlnatl.on  of  mani- festly unfounded asylum reQuests, I.e. the first decision to be taken within one month. .
the definition and harmonlsed aDDllcatlon 
of  the DrlnclDle  of  first host country . To this end , at their meeting on 30 November 1992
Immigration Mlnlster:s adopted a resolution establishing the basic
principles underlyIng the concept 
of  first host countrIes. The res-
olution Is actually broader In scOPe than the corresponding 
Itern In the work programme, as It also Includes the principle 
of  third host countries, I. e. countries which an asylum applicant has not neces-
sarily passed through, but which were nevertheless the more logical countries to examine the asylum application , for example, If they
Issued a visa to the asylum seeker. On the other hand
, the resolu- tion does not prOVide for full harmonlsatlon , as any Member State retains the right , for humanitarian reasons, not to remove the asy-
lum applicant to a host third country. Finally, it should be noted
that the resolut Ion ca I Is for a rev iew  of  the operat ion  of  these
("J- 2 -
procedures, In co-operatlon with the COmmission and In consultation
wi th UNHCR , as we II as for the cons I derat Ion of any add I tlona I nec-
essary measures.
the auestlon Of countries where there Is aenerallY no risk of Der-
secutlon . Although Immigration Ministers did not draw up a list of
such countries, they did agree on a number of basic criteria. The
conclusions were adopted at Immigrat ion Ministers ' meeting In No-
vember 1992. They also decided to exchange Information on this sub-
Ject on a regular basis.
common IIssessment of the s I tuat ion In countr les of or lain wi th a
view to both admission and exDulsion . This work Is carried out by
the Center for Information, Reflection and Exchange on Asylum set
up by Immlgrat Ion Ministers at their meeting In LIsbon In 19921
AI though CIREA , Is respons Ible for the examlnat Ion of country re-
ports, these are prepared within the framework of PESC. Although
the number of country reports prepared this way Is stili limited,
this procedure will probably be Invoked ona more or less cont Inu-
ous basis.
the harmonlsed aDDllcatlQn of the definition of a refuaee as alven
In article 1A of the Geneva Convent ion lmmlgrat Ion Ministers have
sll1ce 1991 at their disposal a survey of the most str Iklng similar-
Ities and differences In the substantive asylum law of the Member
States. The first Counc I I of Justl ce and Home Affa i rs has now I den-
tlfled It as a matter of priority.
harmonlsat Ion of exDulslon Dol ICY 
At their meeting in Copenhagen, In June 1993, Immigration Ministers
adopted a Recommendat Ion concerning checks on and expulsion of
th I rd-country nat lona Is residing or working wi thout author I zatlon.
The recommendation does provide at least in part for the determina-
tion of various aspects of an expulsion poliCY, as asked for by the
work programrne, although It goes beyond the cases of rejected asy-
lum seekers. Moreover , at their meeting in London, Immigration Min-
Isters also adopted a Recommendation on transit for the purposes of
expulsion. This reconnendatlon sees to it that the expulsion via
the territory of another Member State can take place without exces-
sive formalities. An addendum to this Recommendation further en-
hanGing flexibll ity in this respect was adopted by Immlgrat Ion Min-
Isters at their meeting in Copenhagen, In June 1993. Here again,
the recommendation addresses expulsion policies generally, I.e. Ir-
respective of whether the au'horltles deal with  rejected' asylum-
seekers or others.
the settlna UD of a clear Ina house
The establishment of CIREA should be seen as serving the Implemen-
tation of this part of the work programme. CIREAhas only been 
operation since mld-1992, but the necessary exchange of Information
Is gradually starting to take place. The co-Operatlonbetween CIREA
and COR of UNHCR may soon lead to 'the computer I zed exchange of In-
formation on leglslat Ion as well as on country reports. Further-
more, the Council Secretariat has Improved the systems governing
the collection of statistical data, although def inltlonal problems
remain. The examination of case law has not yet started, but the
mandate of CIREA would allow for such a process.
1 See be low.- 3 -
auaranteelna harmonlsed 8DDIlcation of asYlum Dollcy
This was addressed more expl iclt Iy in the Commission s Communica-
tion on the right Of asylum. In that Communication It was concluded that ,studies should begin on the role, structure and operat ion of possible convnon Judicial machinery. This would aim to reduce dis-
parities between Member States In the Interpretation of the law on
asylum and , at the same time, as an Indirect effect , harmonize ad-
ministrative practices. It should be noted that no such examination
or stud lea have been started yet.
cond I t Ions for rece I v Ina aDD II cants for asy lum
In order to give effect to this part of the work programme, the Ad
Hoc Group on Immigration approved a qUestionnaire, the answers to
which are at present being ana lYSed. No proposals have yet been put
forward to approximate reception conditions..
The 1991 Convnunl cat Ion of the Comm I ss Ion contai ns a I so a few other
areas of suggested further co-operat Ion. One of these areas con-
cerns the  harmon Isat Ion of rules and Dract Ices reaa,rd ina de facto  refuaees . Immigration Ministers have not adopted specific proposals
In this area. However
, .
at their meeting in Copenhagen in June 1993,
they did adopt a resolution on the protection to be offered to par-
ticularly vulnerable groups from the former Yugoslavia. As many of the people belonging to these groups would come under the above-
mentioned definition of Mde facto refugees" , one might maintain that the temporary protection called for with respect to these
groups of former Yugos I avs represents a par t I cui ar examp I e of dea l-
Ing with a sudden mass Influx situation of persons in need Of In-
ternatlonal protection. The resolution does not attempt , however
to harmonize the kind of temporary protection, which national laws
and I eg I s I a t Ion prov I de 
admission Dol icles
The 1991 work programme also contained a wide range of Issues .
the harmonlsatlon of general admission policies. Much , however , re- mains to be done on th.ls.
harmonisat Ion of Dollcles on admission for QurDoses such as family
reunion and formation and admission of students . Immigration Minis-
ters adopted a resolution on the admission for family reunion at
their meeting In Copenhagen In June 1993. This resolution does not,
however, provide for full harmonlsation, however. Firstly, the res-
olution does not Include any criteria for admission for family for-
mation. Secondly, the It deals only with the admission of spouses
and children and leaves It up to Member States to define pol icles
on the admission of other family member~, Thirdly, not all of the
criteria concerning the admission for family reunion have been har-
monized; sometimes the resolution contains only Indications, as Is,
for example, the case for the maximum age I Imit for the admission
of children. As for the admission of students, Immigration Minis-
ters have approved 8 questionnaire on current national legislation.
A compilation of the answers to this questionnaire has been made
and may constitute the basis for harmonisation proposals.- 4 -
harmonlsat ion of Dol icies on admission for other DurDoses SUCh as
human I tar i an a Ims and work: as an emD loved or se I f-emD loved Derson
The Belgian Presidency has been the first to attempt to tackle this
subject by organizing a, seminar on it. Work: on the harmonisation of
admission policies for employment .started In 1992 , when' the 
Presidency su~mltted a first proposal for a resolution on this sub-
ject. However , no agreement cou I d be reached on the tex t of th I s
proposed resolution. Work on the harmonisatlon of admission poli-
cies for the self-employed has started on the basis of a proposal
from the Be Iglan Presidency, but here too much rema Ins to be done
In order to agree on a text.
harmonlsatlon of . legal orovlslons governing Dersons authorized to
res I de . NO progress has yet been made on this.
Illegal Immlaration
Sect Ion B of the work: programme on mlgrat Ion policy addresses a
Question that has also been dealt with extensively In the 1991 Com-
munlcat Ion on Invnlgratlon, I.e. the development of a  common aD-
Droach to the Question of Illegal Immlaratlon . Some progress has
been made In this field, although there are stili a number of as-
pects to be discussed.
co-oDeratlon on border controls within the framework: of the Conven-
t Ion on the cross 'ng of externa I front iers.. A rev Ised draft Conven-
tion on the crossing of external frontiers was recently tabled by
the Commission to take account of the coming into force of the TEU.
Infor.mal exchanges of Information also take place, however, within
the framework: of the Centre for Informat ion , Reflect Ion and Ex-
change on Immigration established by Immigration Ministers at their
meet Ing In London, In November 1992. Its terms of reference are
similar to those of CIREA, but CIREFI deals with non-asylum Issues.
Exchange of Information takes place on traffickers, carriers and on
travel routes used for Irregular migration.
har't'Qnlsatlon of conditions for combatlna unlawful Immlpratlon and
Illeaal emDlovment and checks for that DurDose both within the ter-
rltorv and at borders . As mentioned above, in June 1993 Immigration
Ministers adopted a Recommend~t Ion concerning checks on and expul-
sion of third-country nationals residing or working without autho-
rlzat lon. The recommendation can be seen as a first step towards
the harmonlsat Ion as envisaged In the work: programme. The area 
extremely wiele, however, and the recommendation provides only for
the first Indications In this respect. Reference should also be
made to the previously mentioned Recommendation regarding transit
for the purposes of expulsion.
harmonlsatlon of orlnclDles on exDulslon, Including the rlahts to
be guaranteed to exDelled Dersons . Although some attempts were made
under the Portuguese Presidency to define rights of people to be
expelled, this ~ppeared to be a difficult exercise, as It Involves
re-wrltlng texts of International human rights Instruments. This
specific point of the work programme has not yet been completed.- 5-
def Inl t Ion of auldlna pr inc iDles on the ouest Ion of Dol icy teaard-
Ina third-countrY nationals resldina unlawful Iv in Member St;tes
Although at first sight this Item may seem to overlap with the pre-
viously mentioned Items of this section, the Introduction to the
work programme makes clear that behind this phrase lies the desire
to adopt a common position on regularisatlon pol icles. Although
this aspect has not been dealt with in any expl iclt way. the Recom-
mendat Ion on expulsion departs from ' the general pr Inclple that un-
lawfully resident third-country nationals should be expelled. Only
In Individual cases could admission for humanitarian reasons be
cons I dered .
co-ooeratlon 'with countries Of deDarture and transit In combatlna unlawful Immlaratlon. In Dartlcular as reaards re-admlsslon . The
first Council of Justice and Home Affairs adoPted a set of princi-
ples which would be used for possible re-admlssion agreements with
third countries. The same Council also adopted a number Of conclu-
sions on the desirability of linking, whenever practical , externa.
agreements of the Union with third countries to readml$slon agree-
ments or pract Ices.
mlarat Ion of labour
Another sect Ion of the 1991 work programme concerns the deve lopment
of a policy on the migration of labour. This section partly In-
volves Community law and Ministers of Labour also therefore take a
natural Interest In the matter.
harmonlsatlon of national Dollcles on admission to emDlovment for
third-country nationals taklna account of Dossible labour reauir
menta In Member States over the Year,s to come . As referred to
a!:love, a resolution on this matter is being negotiated. This reso-
lution would not, however. cover the entire field of admission for
employment reasons. In particular , It would not Include admission
of temporary, seasonal and frontier workers.
Increased mobility of Communi  tv  nationals. In Darticular by ImDrov-
Ina the funct lonlna of the SEDOC system . The Commission has set up new, computer I sed system EURES, wh I ch has a I ready produced substantial results.
situation of third country nationals
This section of the 1991 work programme contains one Item only.
e.  iDe examination. within the aDcroorlate fora. of the Dosslbl'-
Ity of arantlna third-country nationals who are lona-termresldents
In a Member State certain rlahts or DOsslbllltles held bv Member
State nationals. for examDle concernlna access to the labour mar- 
kat. once nationals of the twelve Member States enjOY the same ~~n-
dl tlons of freedom of movement and access to the labour market.
study has yet been undertaken but the first Council of Justice and
Home Affairs Indicated that work In this field should be started 
1994.
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Apart from the specific points relating to migration and asylum
policies, the work programme also mentions a number of more general
po I nts of Interest. The PO  ntsment ioned are:
analysis of the causes of Immigration pressure;
remova I of the causes of migratory I1IOvements by an adjusted
pol Icy In the field of development aid , trade polley, human
rights, food, environment and demographics;
strengthening of support for accommodat ing refugees In the I r
countr lea of or Igln;
Incorporation of the migration aspect Into economic, financial
and social co-operatlon.
These particular areas have been defined In more detail In the 1991
CoI'IImunlcatlon on Immigration. In this communication It ' was argued
that such Issues .should be Incorporated Into the external relat Ions
of the Union. Within the framework of the Intergovernmental co-
operat Ion no spec I f I C act Ions have taken p I ace on the Issues men-
t loned under th Is I tem of the work programme.- 1 -
ANNEX III : RECENT DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THE UNION
Since 1991 the major developments concerning the harmonization of
Immigration and asylum policies have taken within the framework of
Intergovernmenta I cooperat Ion by Immlgrat Ion Min Isters and subse-
Quently within the framework of Title VI Of the TEU. These develop~
ments were described In Annex II. The following paragraphs high-
light other developments within the Union that are relevant to Im-
migration and asylum policies In a broad sense.
Dee larat Ion on Pt InclD les aovernlna Externa I AsDects of Miarat ion Policy: contents and follow~UD
On December 12, 1992 , the European Council meet Ing In Edinburgh
adopted a number of conclusions , constituting the principles gov- erning external aspects of migration polley. These principles
largely set the framework for the broader migrat ion polley called
for In both the 1991 work progranvne on migration policies and the
1991 Communicat ion on Invnigrat ion.
The Declarat Ion ment Ions the following factors as being important for the reduct Ion of migratory movements into the Member states:
- the preservation of peace and the termination of armed conflicts;
- full respect for human rights;
- the creation of democratic societies and adeQuate social condi- t Ions; - a liberal trade polley, which should improve economic conditions
In the countr les of emlgrat ion;
- co-ordlnat Ion of act Ion I.n the fields of foreign policy, economic
co-operatlon and Immigration and asylum policy by the Community
, and I ts Member States.
The Declaration Is of major political Importance as It constitutes the recognl t ion at the highest level of the need... to deve lop a com-
prehensive approach on immigration and asylum and to use the exter- nal relat ions of the Union to this effect.
DemoaraDhlc Dollcies
In November 1992 the Commission submitted to theCounci I and to the European Parliament II Communication on Demography, Family Planning
an~ Co-operatlon with Developing Countries, On the basis of this
Communication , the Development Council and Representatives of Gov-
ernments of Member States adopted a Reso jut Ion on 18 November 1992. In this Resolution the Council recalled Its previous Resolution of
11 November 1986 on Population and Development
, ~
In which the Commu-
nity expressed Its readiness to assist developing countries In this field. In Its 1992 Resolution , the Council QlIIPhaslzed that rapid demographic changes affecting developing countries had profound Im-
plications for future progress towards the Improvement of living standards across the developing wor Id. The Council further noted
that the relationships between demographic trends and factors and
environmental change should be Subject to continuous analysis.
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The Resolution went on to Indicate areas of assistance that may
contribute toward$ more balanced demographic developments. It men-
tions In particular: pol icies which promote the health of women and
ch Iidren , which seek to Improve the status of women In the i r soc i-
etles, which promote literacy and which seek to improve the Qual ity
of the social services available to communities. In addition , the
Resolut Ion ca.lls the provision of fami Iy planning services one In-
dispensable way In which the range of social services available to
people In developing countries can be enhanced. At the same time,
the eounc II emphas I %as that ass istance shou I d not be given to
programmes which are In any way coercive. discriminatory or preju-
dicial to fundamental human rights.
On family planning, the Council points to the cont Inued and press-
Ing need to respond to the large unmet demands for such serv Ices In
developing countries. It Is estimated that 300 million women and
men worldwide would like, but do not have access to, the means
freely to plan the number and spacing of their chi Jdren. programmes
to Improve family planning services should , however , whenever ap-
propriate. be combined with other family health measures, offer
women and men all suitable methods and means of contraception, in-
form them about the I r respect I ve advantages and risks and Inc lude
educat Ion on hea I th and re I atlonsh I ps. The Communi ty and I ts Member
States agreed to consider what further means they could make avail-
able, Including reallocation of exl$tlngresources, In order to In-
crease further their efforts to assist developing countries to
strengthen fami Iy plannlng servlces.
After the adoption of the Resolution, two expert meetings took
place to consider operat iona I follow-up. These experts def ined a
number of spec if i c themes to cons ider and engaged ' I n country-
oriented studies. It Is to be expected that on the basis of this
additional Information , the experts wi II eventually propose a more
specific action programme.
The demogr aph I c preoccupa t Ions have a I so been taken I nto account by
the Community Tn Its proposals concerning the mid-term ~iew 
Lome I V .
Furtherance of freedom of movement between the Un ion and other Eu-
rODean States
10. Most of the measures mentioned In prevlou$ paragraphs were aimed at
reducing migration pressure$. The following paragraphs will hlgh-
light a different set of lH8Sures taken by the Community and Its
Member States, aimed at furthering free movement within Europe,
hence looking upon migration as a positive rather than a negative
phenomenon.
11. In this respect, mention should- be made first of all of the signing
on 2 May 1992 of the EEA Agreement between the Commun I ty and Its
Member States on the one hand and the EFTA countr les on the other
hand. On the basis of article 28 of this Agreement and the Juris-
prudence of the Court of Justice relating to the corresponding ar-
ticle 48 of the EEC Treaty, citizens of the participating States
aCQuire the right to move freely on the territories of these states
In order to apply for work' as well as the right to stay In order to
do the work found. EQual I y, the EEA Treaty cop led ar tiel es 59 and- 3 -
60 Of the EEC Treaty on the freedom of services. These freedoms will also create some freedom of movement , especially considering the Interpretat Ion given to these respect ive art Icles by the Court of Justice. These prOVisions wi II also affect border controls for
clt Izens from the part iclpatlng States: checks will have to be con- fined to verification of the identity of the person concerned and
to the existence of possible risks for public order
, public secu- rltyor public health, as defined within the framework of directive
64/221..
12. Secondly, the Europe Agreements with a number of Central and East-
ern European countries also provide the framework for granting free
movement to ~ertaln categories of people. This Is especially true for the estab II shment of freedom of movement ofservl ces.
Activities of the EuroDean Parliament
13. S I nee 1991 the European Par II lAment has a Iso under taken a number of studies on migration and asylum pol icies and adopted several reso-
lutions. In October 1992 , MEP Mrs. van den Brink submitted to Par-
liament a report of the Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs on the European Immigration Polley. In November 1992, MEP Mr. Cooney subml tted a report from the same Commi ttee on the harmo- nization within the European Communities Of Asylum law and Poli-
cies. On the basis of these two reports, the Parliament adopted at
Its plenary session on 18 November 1992 two resolut Ions, A3-0280/92 and A3-0337/92.
14. These resolutions taken together present their own action programmes on migration and asylum pol icieSt Their general thrust Is to adopt as generous an approach as possi~le towards those In need of Internat ional protect i.on and to strengthen the legal status
of those who have been legally residing In the Community for some time. This Implies, Inter alia, the creation of generous opportuni-
ties for !ami Iy reuni.f Icat ion. On the other hand,- the resolut ions
call for a stiff polley against irregular migration.
15. It would go beyond the scope of this Communication to Quote all the
various measures prOposed In these resolutions; the following list
therefore represents a selection of the more Important proposals:
- the setting up of a European monitoring centre to supervise mi- gratory movements; 
- the conclusion of agreements between the Community Member States
and the Immigrants ' countr les of or Igln on est Imated labour de-
mand and supp I y 
- the Introduction of Community regulations to control Illegal em-
ployment and severe penalties for employers employing Illegal Im-
1111 grants;
- the setting up of campaigns to Inform people In Immigrants ' coun- tries of origin about the risks and problems associated with Il-
legal Immlgrat Ion;
- the conclusion of readmission agreements with the main countries
of or Igln;
- co-ordlnatlon between migration policy, pol icy on International development aid trade pol icy and economic and social co-
operation with third countries on the part of the Community and
Its Member States;
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- the drawing up of proposals for extending the freedom of move-
ment, freedom of establishment and access to the labour market
enjoyed by EC citizens to all citizens of third countries legally
resident In the EC;
- the creat ion of a EuroPean Fund for Refugees;
- the drawing up of a statute for those who flee from war or disas-
ters on groun~s of poverty or hunger , and are not covered by the
Geneva Convent Ion or the New York protoco I ;
- the adoption of a polley for the provision of protection to de
facto refugees;
- the establishment of arrangements for Member States to come to
the assistance of one Member State which Is receiving a large
number of refugees;
- the set t I ng up on an ad hoc bas i s of a group of experts from each
of the Member States together with a representat I ve of the Com-
mission and the UNHCR to advise on cases which are novel and the
comp II at Ion of a Book of Precedents of such cases;
- the establishment of a European Committee on Asylum and Refugees
with the task of providing prel imlnary rulings on Questions of
country of or Igln;
- the transfer of the ult.lmate power of decision on the Interpreta-
tion of asylum law provisions In the community Member states and
the Interpretat Ion of the var lous convent ions (the Convent ion on
Human R.lghts and the Geneva Convent Ion on Refugees) to an Inter-
nat lonal Court.
16. The European Parliament has been extremely concerned with the
Intergovernmental character of the co-operat Ion by Member states on
migration and asylum policies in the past. It would have preferred
that these pol Icies be dealt with through communautarlan proce-
dures. This became evident not only from the resolutions mentioned
above and the underlying reports, but also from the report by MEP
Robles PIQuer that was submitted to Pari iament on 12 May 1993. In
the resolution which Parliament adopted on the basis of this re-
port, a strong plea Is made In favour of the communautar ian aP-
proach. Neverthe less, the debate on the report that took p lace on
13 July 1993 showed that a large number of MEPs do accept that un-
der the Treaty on European Union, the co-operatlon within the cOm-
munity on migration and asylum policies will take place on the ba-
sis. of the special arrangements as laid down In TItle VI of the
Treaty. The v I ews expressed by these MEPs show the I r des I re to use
these arrangements to the full, as they call for:
- full use of the commission s newly acQuired shared right of Inl-
t I at I 'Ie;
- Introduction of the necessary provisions establishing the compe-
tence of the Court of Just Ice wi th respect to the Convent Ions to
be adopted by M I n I sters of Just I ce and I nterna I Affa I rs;
- use of the opportunity rendf)red by article K9 to transfer migra-
tion and asylum policies to the domain of article 100C of the Treaty. 
In addition, the Parliament hopes for the Introduction Of new,
communautar I an procedures dur Ing the new I ntergovernmenta I Confer-
ence that should take place In 1996.- 1 -
ANNEX IV: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL FORA
FolloW-UD to the Conference In Vienna on East-West Miarat ion
In 1991, Austria took the initiative to convene a Conference of
Ministers on the Movement Of Persons from Central and Eastern Euro-
pean Countries. Such a Conference was held in Vienna on 24 and 25 January 1991. Altogether , 32 European States as' well as Australia
Canada and the United States part iclpated ln this Conference, which dealt with a large variety of sabjects concerning East -West migra-
tion. The Conference was assisted from the very beginning by the
Counc II of Europe and Its fo II OW-UP has taken p I ace under the aus- pices of this organization. The Conference had been Initiated out
of growing concerns about possible massive migratory movements from
Centra I and Eastern Europe towards the other European countr les.
The final communiQue adopted by the Conference reaffirms the Impor-
tance of existing International human rights Instruments and calls
upon all participating States to become party to the Geneva Conven-
tion and the New Xork Protocol, If they have not already done so. As a general principle, the communlQLte lald down the need to de-
velop closer co-operatlon between part Ie ipatlng States on the bas 
of solidarity.
Despite the fact that the feared massive migratory flows from Cen-
al and Eastern Europe did not take place, with the exception of
displaced persons from former Yugoslavia, the Vienna Conference was
followed-up by a number of meetings. This can be attributed to the
fact that a number of Centra I and Eastern European countr les them-
Selves faced serious prOblems concerning transit migration towards
Western Europe and that it wa.s found to be of I nterest to a II par-
ticipating States, presently 37 , to discuss these prOblems and to
monitor the potential and actual East-West migration. To this pur-
pose a Group of Senior Officials was held 5 meetings between Janu-
ary 1991 and December 1993. This Group of Senior -Officials In Its
turn created a number of Working Parties in order to studY the fol-
lowing themes:
- Freedom of movement of persons;
- International exchange on migration
- the Prof lie of potent lal migrants;
- the Right to asy lum;
- Visa pract Ices;
- Burden-Shar Ing.
Informat ion;
At Its meeting In July 1993, the Group of Senior Officials took
stock of what had been achieved so far as a follow-up to the Vienna
Conference. The Vienna Conference has provided a more balanced framework than the Ber Iin and BUdapes~ Conferences In that the
former Identified more clearly the basic needs and problems of Cen-
tral and Eastern European countries, whereas the latter was essen-
tially concerned with combatting Illegal migration and action against traffickers.- 2-
Senior Officials have agreed to set up an open~ended Consultative
Group to further necessary follow-uP actlvltles.What Is more, the
report of Sen.lor Officials has been submitted to the Conference of
Heads of States and Governments of the Member States of the Counc I I
of Europe held In Vienna on 8 and 9 October 1993.
It Is difficult to predict how Intensive the remainder of the
Vienna process will be. On the one hand, there has been a growing
number of participating States, but on the other hand ever more
delegations have painted out that the co-ordlnatlon with Interna-
tional organizations, like the council of Europe, CSCE, 10M and
UNHCR deserved close attention. Some delegations, notably Sweden,
Poland, the USA and Canada have made I t clear that their preference
would be to Increase CSCE' s role In this respect. Other delegations
emphasized the IlIIportance of a better co-ordlnatlon with and possi-
bly of a transfer to existing council of Europe bodies. There Is
therefore a tendency to br Ing back the Informa I co-operat Ion that
has grown as a follow-up of the Vienna Conference Into more tradi-
tlonaJ International frameworks.
Follow-UD to the Conference in Berlin
On 30 and 31 October 1991 at the invltat ion of the German Govern-
ment, the Interior or Justice Ministers of 27 European states met
In Ber Iin to discuss the problelll of Illegal Immlgrat Ion from and
through Centra I and Eastern Europe. The final commun I Que of th I Ii;
conference conta I ned a II st of measures I ntended to I mprove co-
operation In administer Ing and pol Icing controls and, to a lesser
degree, to make complementary legislative changes. A working group,
wh I ch became known as thA Ber II n Group, was estab I i shed to Imp le-
ment these recommendat lon3.
The first meeting of the Working Group took place in Graz In Janu-
ary 1992 under Austrian chairmanship. The Working Group agreed to
set up nine sub-groups according to the following themes:
harmonlslng sanctions against smuggling Illegal Immigrants;
IllUtual legal assistance In prosecuting smugglers of Illegal Im-
mlgrants;
establishment of special forces to combat clandestine Imrnlgra-
t Ion networks;
exchange of Information about Illegal Immigration;
p~ocedures and standards to Improve front ler controls;
readmission agreements;
IlIIplementatlon of readmission;
securing the external borders away from authorlsed crossing paints; 
obligation of carrier companies to prevent Illegal entry.
Two plenary sessions of the Berlin Group took place In May 1992 and
In January 1993, which were mainly devoted to the formulation of
recommendations to be adopted at Ministerial level. On 15 and 16
February 1993, .a Minister lal conference was held In Budapest which
adopted the outcome of all of these previous deliberations In the
form of a recommendation. This recommendation followed the same
pattern as the sub-division of the Working Group had done.- 3 -
10. In addition to the recommendation mentioned above, the Conference
also had before It an Au$trlanproposal for a Conven~lon covering a range of Issues concerning migration and asylum Policies. This pro-
pO$a I was not adopted , however. No agreement was reached either on
a German proposal concerning burden sharing. As for the fo.llow-up to the Conference, I t Was agreed that , whenever necessary, a Work- I ng Group wou I d be convened, but so far no such ~eet I ng has taken place. A$ a number of delegations at the Conference pointed out however , many of the aspects dea It with by the Ber II n Group may be picked up by the Vienna Group In future.
11. The Ber II n lindBUdapest Conferences have cer ta i n I y high II ghted Im- portant Issues In order to combat Illegal Immigration. They offered
a good opportunity to stl~ulate the dialogue between Western
, Cen- tral and Eastern European States on these matters.
. Counc II of EuroDe
12. The Council of Europe s main fora on migration and asylum policies
are the European Committee on Migration (CDMG) and the Ad Hoc Ex-
pert Comnilttee on the legal aspects of territorial Asylum , Refugees and Stateless Persons (CAHAR). In addition , mention should be made of the Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant Workers: of the EC
Member States, France, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain have
ratified this Convention and Belgium, Germany, Greece, Italy and Luxembourgi'lave signed It. Under the terms of the Convent Ion a Con- sultative Committee Is established , Inter alia, to discuss the Im-
plementation of the Convention by the States Parties to 
It. Four periOdic ' reports have been submitted by the Committee to the Com-
mittee of Ministers.
13. One of the tasks of CDMG has been to prepare periOdic Ministerial Conferences of EurOPean Ministers responsible for Migration P,oll- c les. The fourth of these Conferences took p I ace on 17 and 18 Sep- tember 1991 In Luxembourg and the fifth was held In Athens on 18 and 19 November 1993. Just like the work of CDMG, these Conferences
are concerned with migration pol icles and migration flows as a whole, but also focus on the situation and 
Integration of migrants
already admitted Into the territory of Member States and on the re-
atlons between Immigrant populations and the host society. The
Conference In Luxembourg, for example, concentrated on the actual and future evolut Ion of migratory phenomena affect Ing Europe on the one hand and on the evaluation of the Community Relations Project
of the Council of Europe on the other. The Conference In Athens fo-
cussed on the ways of handling migratory flows and on racism
, xeno- phobia and Intolerance.
14. CDMG's work programme also COVers the following areas: first,  1991. CDMG together with the European Population Committee launched
a project cal'ed "Migration , demography and emP.l~ment" . In.a first phase, three studies have been completed on South-North mlgrat 
Ion, on stat 1st lea I quest Ions relat In" to mlgrat Ion stock and flow f Ig-
ures and on the tension between humanitarian and economic consider-
ations, when dealing with migration pressures. The second phase of
this project will Include a comparat Ive study on Integrat Ion poli- cies. Secondly, CDMG has studied the legal , economic and social status of migrant workers and members of their famll lest Thirdly,- 4 -
In 1987 CDMG set UP the community Relations Project which concen-
trates on integrat ion policies. This Project was ccmpleted in 1991,
when the flnai report on It was presented to the Ministerial Con-
ference In Luxembourg. A more detailed discussion of this report
also took place during a special Cios~ng Conference In the Hague In
November 1991: The main elements of the report have subsequent 
been Incorporated In a Recommendation which was adopted by the Com-
mittee of Ministers of the Counci I of Europe In 1992. The COmmunity
Relations Project has now been replaced by a project aimed at
achieving eQuality of opportunity for Immigrants. It deals In par-
ticular with the s.ltuatlon of Immigrants on the labour market, with
their chances of obtaining proper, housing and cultural rights, as
well as with the fight against xenophobia. Finally, CDMG has under-
taken studies concerning short term mlgrat Ion and the relntegrat Ion
of emigrants Into their country of origin.
15. The activities of CAHAR have been overshadowed by the recent enor-
mous Increase In the number of fora deal ing with asylum policies.
Although In the past, CAHAR prOduced a number of creative Ideas and
proposals In this area, the main task for this Committee at present
Is exchange of Information on these policies. As Central and East-
ern European states are Increasingly being represented at these
meetings, CAHAR may become one of the fora where discussions with
these countr les could be further developed.
16. Since the adoption of the Convention on reduction Of cases of
multlpie natlonallty and military obligations In cases of multiple
nationality 30 years ago, many States now favour a more liberal
approach to cases of multiple nationality. A Committee of Experts Is currently examining the Convention In the context of
developments In the legislation and practice of European States and
In the light of migratory movements In Europe and the opening of
the Council of Europe towards the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe. The COmmittee has made proposals for the preparation of a
new Convention in the field of nationality.
17. Following the Declaration and Plan of Action on combating raclsm
xenophobia, antisemitism and intolerance adopted by the Head of
State and Government of the Council of Europe Member States 
Vienna on 9 October 1993, the Council of Europe has embarked on the
organisation of a broad European Youth Campaign to mobilise the
publ Ic In favour of a tolerant society based on the equal dignity
of all Its members and against manifestations of racism, xenopho-
bia, antisemitism and Intolerance, which will culminate mid 1995.
Furthermore, It established a committee of governmental experts
with a mandate to: 1) review member States ' legislation , policies
and other measures to combat racism, xenophobia. antisemitism and
Intolerance, and their effectiveness; 2) propose further action at
loca I, nat lona I and European level; 3) formu I ate genera I po II cy
recommendations to Member States; 4) study International legal In-
struments applicable In the matter with a view to their reinforce-
ment where appropr I ate. For th6 same reason. I t was dec I ded 
start act I v I ties on the teach Ing of h I story and on awareness-
raising of media professionals.
18. Reference should also be made to the case-law under the European
Convention on Human Rights. The European Court of Human Rights has
placed particular emphasls on the principle of family unity guaran-
teed under Art. 8 of the Convention which can be Invoked to protect- '
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migrant workers In cases of expulsion or refusal for entry for pur-
poses of fami Iy reunion In a European State. In the context of the
Union s work on family reunion , express reference has been made to
the case-I aw of the European Cour t of Human Rights. For sorne time already, the organs of the Convention and the Court In particular
have also been able to apply  Art.  3 of the Convention , which pro- , hlblts Inhuman or degrading treatment, to persons claiming that re-
turn to their countries of origin could expose them to persecution;
the Court has thus found It necessary to reaffirm that
, even If the right of asylum Is .not guaranteed as such in the Convention , such measures of repatriation could raise prOblems from the standpoint of Art. 3 (as well as f~om that of Art. 13 which guarantees the right to an eff.ect I ve remedy).
EuroDean PoDulat Ion Conference
19. From 23 to 26 March 1993 the European Populat ion Conference took
place In Geneva within the context of the preparation of the United
Nations 1994 International Conference on Population and De- ve lopment. I t was organ I sed by the UN Econom i c Commi ss Ion for Eu- rope, the Council of Europe and the UN Populat ion Fund. The Con- ference was attended by representat I ves from 39 European States, Israel , Canada and the USA as well as by representatives of theEC. As this was a regional conference, it dealt exclusively with the
European and North American situation , while naturally taking more
global developments Into account. It adopted a set of Important recommendations not only covering demographic policies In a strict
sense, but also migration and asylum policies. The most Important of these will be highlighted In the following paragraphs.
20. On family planning the Conference adopted the following recommen- datlons. Flrst It was recommended that Governments should adopt
measures to enable Individuals and couples to exercise their right
to decide freely and responsibly the number and spacing of their ch II dren. These measures shou I d Increase the access Of I nd i v I dua Is and couples to educat ion , Informat Ion and the means of regulat Ing
their fertility, Including the treatment of Infertility, regardless
of overall demographic goals. Counsell ing and QUality fami Iy plan- ning should be provided to reduce the number of abortions. Public
authorities at national and local levels, non-governm*3ntal
organlsatlons and other Institutions concerned should support non-
coercive family planning services, which respect the values of re-
cipients. Maternal and child health programmes and related repro-
ductive health services should also be supported.
21. Against this background It Is recommended that developing and de-
veloped countries alike should Increase their political commitment
to population-related programmes and policies, ~ In accordance with
their national priorities and goals and with due respect for funda-
Mntal human rights. Populatlon-retatect. progr$lllltles and policies
should thus be an Integral part of national dev610pment strategies.
22. On the relationship between demographic tendencies In Europe and
North America and the possible need for Immigration, the rec~en- dat ions adopted are qui te caut lous. They state that Governments
should appreciate that while certain Imbalances In the labour mar-
ket may be compensated for by Immigration, Immigration may not be a
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full $olut Ion for the adJustment of the age structure. Heavy reli-
ance on IlMIlgratlon to solve demographic Imba iances could in the
long run lead to substantla.1 fluctuations In the age structures Of
na t I ona I popu I at Ions.
23. On migration and development It was recommended that Governments of
countries of origin and destination should seek to address the
causes of emigration In order to alleviate the massive and uncon-
trolled International migration flows. To counter these causes 
Increased effort would be needed to:
- achieve sustainable economic and social development;
- avoid Intel natlonal and Internal conflicts;
- respect the rule of law;
- promote good government;
- strengthen democracy; 
- promote human rights;
- support education, nutrition , health and poPulation
- ensure effect I Ve env I ronmenta I protection.
programmes;
24. Taken frOlll a demographic perspective, the Conference managed to
formulate quite wide-ranging recommendations. These will be fur-
ther considered at the Global Conference on these Issues to be held
In Cairo In 1994.
Transat lant Ie dialoaue
25. Traditionally, policies on migration and asylum of the European
States were very different from those of the North American conti-
nent. The USA and Canada have a Iways cons i dered themse I ves Imml-
grat Ion countr les, whereas the European States have not. However,
att I tudes have recent Iy been chang i ng on both s I des.
26. Whereas almost all of the European States have to admit that at
least de facto they have becOllle net Immigration countries, In the
USA and Canada there Is a growing feeling that uncontrolled mlgra-
t Ion can no longer be tolerated, as the.re are I 1m I ts to the amoun
of Imnilgrat Ion these countries can absorb. These developments lead
towards a certain convergence of policies and an Increased mutual
Interest In each others ' policies. Such an Interest In Intensified
co-operat Ion on mlgrat Ion and asylum pOlicies has been expressed by
the Canad Ian Government and more recent I y by the US Government..
27. There have been a number of I nstances show I ng the des I re for a more
Intensified form of co-operatlon. As early as 1990, the Declaration on EC-Canada Relations envisaged Joint ef.forts In meeting
transnational challenges posed by Irregular migration. In December
1992, It was proposed at the transatlantic summit In Ottawa to cre-
ate an EC-canada working group on this. Similarly, the USA Govern-
ment has recent Iy ment loned Immlgrat Ion and asy lum as one of the
topics to be discussed within .the. framework of the Transatlantic
Declaration, which provided the basis for a regular EC-USA dialogue
In 1991.
28. Before the entry Into force of the Treaty on European Union, mi-
gration and asylum policies were primarily discussed within the
Intergovernmental framewo~k, so It has proved difficult to estab-
lish the necessary contacts within these structures. There hav.- 7 -
been other channels of cOnlmunicat ion , hOwevet. One of these Is the regular TroTka-meetlng with representatlv.es of a number of third countries d\.4rlng the formal TREVI-Ulnlsterlal meetings. Proposals
to furthe.r enhance these structures are under conslderat Ion in the context of specific areas of interest Identified by the United Sta tes and Canada.
29. Discussions taking place within the framework of the Intergovernmental COnsultations on Asylum , Refugee and Migration Policies In Europe, North America and Austral ia are of a more in- formal character and not a II Member States are represented; ne I ther Is the Commission or the COuncil Secretar lat.
30. The key areas Canada and the USA are Interested In , are the elabo- ration of a comprehensive approach on Irnmigrat Ion and asylum , the fight ag!!lnst Illegal Immigration and the setting up of fair and
efficient asylum procedures.
31. Both Canada and the USA face Increasing problems with Irregular movements. In Canada, the Immlgrat Ion Polley Group Issued a re-
port stat Ing that the consensus on Canada s Hadl t lona I Imm igrat ion policies "could be threatened If Canadians feel the Government  not In control of who enters Canada, and in what numbers . Apart from the curative measures that could be taken at national level,
the Policy Group concludes that in the long run preventive measures requiring International co-operation with other receiving c9untrles
as well as with countries of origin may turn out to be just as I.m- portant.
32. As for asylum policies, the USA Is facing a backlog of about 200.000-250.000 cases. With a yearly Inflow of about 100.000 cases and staffing arrangements to deal with 50. 000 cases a year , this backlog Is, bound to Increase substantially In the years to come. Against this background , the US Administration has shown Interest In the harmonlsatl.on process the Community and Its Member States
are engaged In on asylum law and polley. Secondly, the US Adminis- tratlon would like Its Canadian counterpart, ,be Interested  working together on the collection and analysis of country of ori-
gin Informat Ion.
Other International fora
33. It would be almost Impossible to present within the present context
an exhaustive list of all the International fora dealing wlthml- gratlon Issues. Migration has become such a politically relevant
phenomenon that by now practically all major International organi-
zations have done some work In this area. Without going Into any detail , mention shOuld be made of the relevant activities of ILO, 10M, and ECE , but even organizations that did not traditionally de-
vote attention to the migration IssufJ, stich as the lMF , World Bank
and GATT have now taken an act Ive Interest In the subject.
34. Traditionally, OECD has done Important work by collecting data on migrant workers (SOPEMI). The Work Ing Party on Mlgrat Ion has long discussed migration Issues, originally from the perspective of the
Employment and Immigration Canada: An Approach to International
mlgrat Ion, January 1993.- 8 -
Interact Ion between the labour .market and migrat Ion, and now In-
cluding more general elements of migration policies. Uore recently,
the Development Assistance Committee has also developed an Interest
in migrat ion. Together with Canada, the OECD organised a Conference
on mlgrat Ion and development in March 1993 in Madr id.
35. CSCE Increasingly pays attention to various aspects of migration.
The CSCE Human Dimension Implementation Meeting which was held 
Warsaw from 27 september till 15 October 1993 dealt , Inter alia,
with Involuntary migrants and refugees. Similarly, .a Seminar on MI-
grant Workers will take place In the last week of March 1994. Al-
though these meetings do not produce any formal conclusions, they
never the less prov I de an Interest I ng forum for an exchange of v I ews
between all CSCE-partners, Part:cular reference shOuld be made to
the work undertaken by the High Commissioner on Minority Rights:
his concern I s to prevent mass movements of m Inorl ty groups by set-
ting up a proper system of protection for ethnic minorities.
36. Ever more organizations belonging to the UN have become active 
the field of Immigration and asylum policies. Of these, UNHCR (UN
High Commissioner for Refugees) Is the most directly relevant orga-
nization. At the global level, UNHCR Implements since 1952 its man-
date to protect and assist refugees. According to Article 35 of the
1951 Convention, UNHCR has furthermore the duty of supervising the
application of the provisions of the Convention. ,EXCOM (Executive
Committee of the High Commissioner s Programme) provides UNHCR and
the International convnun I ty gu I dance for respondi ng to refugee s 11:-
uatlons and Implementing refugee and asylum po.1 icy. Its conclusions
are conf I rmed by ECOSOC and the Genera I Assemb I y of the Un I ted Na-
tions and constitute highly important principles of refugee law and
polley, even though they are not legally binding. The Union and Its
Member States are engaged In a close co-operatlon with UNHCR. Eight
are members of EXCOM. The combined contribution from the Commission
and the Individual Member States amounted In 1993 to US$ 450 mil-
lion, being almost half of the total contributions to UNHCR. ln De-
cember 1993, a European Commlssion-UNHCR framework partnership
agreement for the financing of humanitarian operations was signed.
On the 'basis of this agreement, the Commission will enter Into a
dialogue with UNHCR, within the framework of a Joint high level
gr04P, Comm I ss Ion - UNHCR, wh I ch has been created upon reQuest of
the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Mrs. Ogata.
37. Recognition of UNHCR' s global responsibility and role In developing
principles of Interhatlonal refugee law has been expressed In the
regul,r Informal dialogue with UNHCR In matters relating to the
harmonization of asylum law and polley. UNHCR advocates the devel-
opment of a comprehensive refugee polley, Including prevention,
protection and durable solutions and based on close International
and Interagency co-operatlon with other UN bodies and regional In-
stitutions. In this connection, UNHCR welcomed the recognition by
the European Counc II of Ed I nburgh of the need for such a po II cy and
Indicated to stand ready to be associated In Its formulation.